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ABSTRACT 

 

Stainless steel 304 is the most common steel used for corrosion resistance applications, but 

higher melting point is a limitation in industries from a manufacturing point of view. The non-

conventional and subtractive manufacturing technique of laser cutting (a beam directed method), 

is suitable for this material. The gaussian laser beam is directed at the material that melts, burns, 

vaporizes, or blows away by a jet of gas leaving a fine edge with good surface finish. In this work, 

numerical study was performed to study the multi-physical process of laser cutting. Towards this, 

1.2 mm thick austenitic stainless-steel was cut using a continuous width neodymium-doped yttrium 

aluminum garnet (CW Nd: YAG) laser and the process was verified with published experimental 

results. The simulation was carried out with TruVOF™, FLOW-3D® as it has the capabilities for 

simulating advanced algorithm for free-surface fluid tracking. To evaluate the optimum condition 

for kerf width, smooth surface cut, roughness, and heat affected zones within limited time, an assist 

gas is used with the input parameters: laser power (660 - 1980 Watts), cutting speed (2 - 8 m/min), 

oxygen gas pressure (9 - 11 bars) and focal position (negative 1 mm to positive 1.0 mm) were 

varied and analyzed using a full 3D model. The simulation results showed smoother surface cut, 

little dross formation, lower temperature rise on heat affected zones, and less finished time at 

cutting speed 8m/min, higher laser power above 1000 Watts, gas pressure of 11 bars, and focus 

distance of -1.0 mm. It was noticed that increase in laser power at a faster cutting speed led to an 

increase in kerf width, reduction in dross formation, lower temperature rises on heat affected zones 

and a reduced finish time. The simulation led to a good agreement with experimental results within 

a 15 % percentage error margin.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background 

 

Subtractive manufacturing is a manufacturing technique where the material is being 

removed from 3-dimensional objects to form a simple solid desired geometry. Subtractive 

manufacturing can be achieved through different ways: perforating, cutting, seaming, etching, 

engraving, drilling, marking, or welding. During machining, subtractive manufacturing is either a 

manual process through cutting the material using a CNC machining method, or an automatic 

process by using a laser cutting machine. An advantage of using the latter comes down to the 

surface finish, which is generally smoother than most conventional or non-conventional methods. 

Most manufacturing parts intended for long term use are generally best produced using subtractive 

methods. In this work, the focus is on a subtractive manufacturing process: The laser beam 

machining process.  

Laser cutting is mainly a thermal process, in which a focused laser beam is used to melt 

material in localized area. Cutting is completed through a combination of pressure and heat that is 

directed via a nozzle. The heat from the laser melts and evaporates the work piece, thus forming 

the desired shape, size of work piece and creation of small kerf width as shown in Figure 1.1. Laser 

cutting is primarily used for metal cutting, as a laser can virtually cut everything thrown its way, 

be it cutting steel, nickel, or tungsten.  
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Figure 1.1: Schematic setup for the laser cutting process [1] 

 

 

Figure 1.2: schematic Principle of laser cutting [2] 

 

Laser cutting of metals has its advantages compared to other conventional cutting methods. 

First, laser cutting offers high accuracy and precision, which is a major advantage. Also, Laser 

cutting guarantees an excellent performance whenever clean cuts, little dross formation and 

smoother edge finishes are needed, as the use of laser energy to cut using a gaussian beam can 

hold tight tolerances around the desired cutting region. Because laser cutting is used within 
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confines of strictly defined areas, a gaussian beam is preferably used without the need for 

additional heat, and much narrower sections of material can be worked compared to other 

techniques.  

Also, a laser’s heat affected zone is relatively small, which means the material being 

worked is less impacted by distortion resulting from changes to its microstructure [1]. Heat 

affected zone is the zone of the base material (metal) which has not melted but whose 

microstructure and mechanical properties were affected by the heat generated during the laser 

cutting as seen in Figure 1.2 [1].  

Lasers cutting can be used to cut through materials of all thickness and can easily be 

manipulated to produce any needed shape, be it a vehicle body or a mobile phone casing. 

The laser cutting process is a very fast process and can be easily repeated with equally high 

levels of precision. The resultant kerf width allows for higher levels of sheet utilization by enabling 

efficient part nesting. This makes it possible to save on material use and reduce the cost associated 

with overall scrap waste. The kerf width is described to be the width of material that is removed 

by a cutting process. Despite its advantages, it has some limitations mainly involving the high 

capital costs involved in buying the machine, high maintenance cost, and an assist gas or cover gas 

type required, and formation of dross. Dross formation is the molten matter produced during laser 

cutting that sticks to the bottom edges of the cut. 

ND: YAG: Neodymium-doped Yttrium-Aluminum-Garnet (𝑌3𝐴𝑙5𝑂12) laser is a solid-state 

laser which can deliver light through a fiber-optic cable. It is one of the most common types of 

laser used for laser cutting, and it can provide up to 50 KW power in pulsed mode and 1 KW in 

continuous-wave mode. It is going to be used as a type of laser for performing simulation for this 

study. Nd: YAG lasers typically emit light with a wavelength of 1064 nm (1.06 m) [3]. The 
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wavelength is used as a comparison factor to classify various laser types with respect to light 

absorption. Nd: YAG laser beam is preferably used when the wavelength is short, the absorption 

rate is high, and reflection is difficult. Nd: YAG lasers have the advantages of less floor space, 

simple maintenance requirements, easy beam alignment, easy sharing, smaller wavelength that can 

cut materials having greater reflectivity to CO2 lasers. It can either be a pulsed or continuous wave. 

Continuous wave (CW) lasers emit a constant, steady, and uninterrupted beam with a controlled 

heat output. CW Nd: YAG lasers are especially suitable for deep penetration cuts (over 0.60-inch-

deep), cuts involving crack sensitive materials such as 430, 316, and 303 stainless steel. CW Nd: 

YAG lasers are focused more on power and high output. CW laser cutting is used in most industrial 

applications worldwide, and applied in manufacturing industries such as aerospace, automotive, 

electronics, semiconductor, and medical sectors.  

 Sample metals used for laser cutting include steel, copper, titanium, nickel, brass, as well 

as reflective ones such as silver, gold, and aluminum. Using a Nd: YAG CW laser is most 

advantageous given the fact that: 

• It is suitable for deep penetration of laser cutting of metals. 

• Laser cutting involving crack sensitive materials, such as 430, 316 and 303 stainless 

steel. 

• High volume production jobs that can take advantage of the higher feed rates associated 

with CW laser cutting. 

FLOW-3D® is an important product for fluid dynamics simulation of multi-physics 

computational fluid dynamics presented by FLOW SCIENCE® [4]. FLOW-3D® provides detailed 

engineering insights into the multi-physical fluid process. Thermal energy transfer, surface 

interactions and analysis of mechanical and heat stress test plays an important role in coming up 
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with solutions using this software. Together with TruVOF™’s advanced algorithm for free-surface 

fluid tracking, these capabilities have made FLOW-3D® the ideal simulation software for 

researching, designing and improving related manufacturing processes including laser cutting 

processes[5]. In this study, FLOW-3D® is used to perform the numerical study by simulating the 

fluid flow, heat transfer and multi-physical fluid processes of the laser cutting of austenitic 

stainless steel.  

 

1.2 Motivation 

 

Subtractive manufacturing is a broad field in manufacturing where research is still in 

progress, especially in the area of laser cutting of metals. From experimental work, studies have 

been focused on obtaining the most appropriate parameters using cutting speed, laser power, focus 

distance, and gas pressure at a cheaper cost and subtle surface finish, with little formation of dross. 

With numerous experimental works done, no one has been able to investigate using numerical 

simulation, laser cutting of stainless-steel using Nd: YAG CW laser. A numerical study of laser 

cutting of austenitic stainless-steel modelled and simulated. FLOW-3D® has an excellent 

capability to solve complex laser cutting manufacturing challenges, which used the VOF method 

for tracking and locating the free surfaces. To validate the 3-D model, experimental studies carried 

out by Ghany et al. [6] were used and results were used to find optimal parameters for the laser 

cutting operation. His work made it easy to validate the simulations with the actual experiments. 
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1.3. Objective 

 

The objectives of this work were to simulate laser cutting process of stainless-steel using a 

continuous width Nd: YAG laser which would save cost, time for manufacture and easy 

optimization for industrial use. This work is designed and set up using a full 3D model of stainless-

steel block with required dimensions and thickness; understand the physics behind the laser cutting 

process based on the input parameters and expected response (kerf width, surface roughness and 

heat affected zones), compare the numerical results to that of experimental data and to suggest 

possible improvements and future research works. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Experimental studies of laser cutting using CW lasers 

 

For the past decade, research studies have been carried out through experimental work, 

neural networks, statistical analysis to come up with the most appropriate parameters, laser power, 

cutting speed, gas pressure type, and focal distance used in laser cutting to efficiently cut materials 

like metals, ceramics in applications of semiconductors and manufacturing industries. From past 

work, the following related studies have been collected and discussed below: 

 

2.1.1 Assistant gas on cut quality 

 

Ghany et al. (2005) work was aimed to evaluate through experimental study the optimum laser 

cutting parameters for a 1.2 mm thick austenitic stainless-steel sheets by using a pulsed and CW 

Nd: YAG laser beam. Nitrogen and oxygen gas were used as assistant gases separately to 

determine which gas will produce a smoother cut. It was revealed that the laser cutting quality 

depends mainly on the following parameters for optimum cut quality: laser power, pulse 

frequency, cutting speed and focus position. Surface cut roughness, kerf width, heat affected zones 

were the measurable outcomes in the study. They concluded that, a brighter, smoother cut surface 

and smaller kerf width is obtained when nitrogen is being used compared to oxygen, though not 

economical [6]. 

Salem et al. (2008) worked on evaluating CW Nd: YAG laser cutting parameters (gas 

pressure, laser power, and cutting speed) for 1.2 mm thick ultra-low carbon steel thin sheets using 
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oxygen assist gas type. The cut quality was then investigated by the effect of the cutting parameters 

by monitoring the variation in hardness, oxide layer width and microstructural changes within the 

heat affected zone (HAZ). Results revealed that using low oxygen gas (O2) gas pressure of 5 bar, 

minimum heat input of 337 W and high cutting speed above 1100 mm/min resulted in good quality 

cuts, and an increase in oxygen gas pressure does not enhance oxidation for a given laser power 

[7]. 

Chen (1998) worked on examining the effects of gas-composition on high power CO2 laser 

cutting of mild steel metals. She identified and used dominant factors like gas composition 

variations and gas pressure to explore their effects on the cut quality. The gas mixtures of oxygen, 

argon, nitrogen, and helium were used. It was observed that high purity of oxygen is required for 

optimum cut quality using CO2 type laser cutting of mild steel. Also, a tiny oxygen impurity (1.25 

%) will reduce the maximum cutting speed by 50 % [8].  

Gabzdyl (1996) and Yilbas et al. (1995) investigated the effects of the use of oxygen and 

nitrogen as the assist gas for cutting stainless steels in terms of cut quality, productivity and fume 

generation. The purity of the gas and composition greatly affect the quality and productivity of 

materials processing applications It was found that the use of nitrogen resulted in a cleaner cut and 

an oxide free cut edges compared to oxygen assist gas [9, 10]. 

Riveiro et al., (2010) investigated the influence of different assist gases (argon, oxygen, 

nitrogen, and compressed air) on the surface finishing and chemistry of cut edges using a laser 

cutting process of an aluminum-copper alloy. The method used for surface characterization was 

carried out by means of X-Ray diffraction (XRD) and X-Ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 

analyses was the method used to examine the cut edges showing oxide and nitride formations. 
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From studies shown, argon was revealed as the more efficient assist gas to obtain the best quality 

results when laser cutting Al-Cu alloys, excluding its higher cost [11]. 

 

2.1.2. Effects of laser cutting parameters on the cut quality 

 

To understand the influence of the variable parameters involved on laser cutting quality, 

experimental studies have been carried out by researchers and have been supplemented in the last 

decade by mathematical models. Optimization of process parameters such as cutting speed, laser 

power and assist gas pressure plays an important role based on actual operating costs. 

Hu Lan et al. (2011) worked on investigating the influence of cutting parameters, including 

laser power, scanning speed, assist gas and focal point position. A 6 KW fiber laser assisted oxygen 

cutting (FLAOX) is used for cutting 30 mm thick carbon steel plate. The desired output obtained 

was based on the kerf width, HAZ width, striation and dross attachment found on the base of the 

metal plate. From findings, it is concluded that a clean-cut with little dross and the maximum 

cutting speed for acceptable cut quality were achieved with the optimum combinations of process 

parameters. Also, selecting enough laser energy and ensuring a wider kerf is vital to initiate and 

sustain the exothermic reaction of iron and oxygen at cutting front, as well as removing products 

during the FLOAX cutting process [12]. 

Shariff et al. (1999) investigated laser cutting of mild steel and commercially pure titanium 

using parametric operating regimes to achieve cuts of desired quality. He established a 

methodology by developing processing maps to improve cut quality criteria which is then used to 

optimize the processes based on operational costs.  Results revealed that for achieving good quality 

cuts, the width of the oxide layer is reduced as the cutting speed increases [13].  
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Quintero et al. (2001) work was to analyze qualitatively the influence of some parameters 

such as the cutting speed and the assist gas pressure on the laser cutting of 4 mm thick mullite-

alumina plates using pulsed Nd: YAG laser. Argon was used as an assist gas, which was injected 

to the workpiece through a coaxial conical nozzle. From studies carried out, pulsed Nd: YAG laser 

connected fiber to an optical fiber is a feasible and flexible tool for a successful cutting of 

components made of mullite alumina [14]. 

Lobo et al. (2002) work was centered on monitoring particles formed during carbon dioxide 

laser cutting of thin 2 mm mild steel plate. This facilitated the investigation of the effect of 

processing parameters and melt removal mechanisms on the cut quality. The particle diameter 

distribution was measured using a laser diffraction method and examined using scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) analysis. From the observed results, it was found that the diameter range of the 

airborne micrometer particle had a mean particle diameter that was directly related to the process 

cut quality of cut edge surface finish, cut width, and heat-affected zone (HAZ) width [15, 16]. 

 

2.1.3  Laser cutting parameters on cut quality based on Design of Experiments 

 

2.1.2.1  Effects of Regression Analysis on cut quality 

 

Sundar et al. (2008) worked on CO2 lasers to cut samples of mild steel using laser assisted 

oxygen cutting (LASOX). The input process parameters (cutting speed, gas pressure, laser power 

and standoff distance) was used, and the cut quality was dependent on heat affected zone, kerf 

width and surface roughness. He used to regression analysis to develop models that describe the 

effects of the independent process parameters on improving cut quality, increase the productivity 
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and minimize total operation cost.  It was found that the gas pressure and cutting speed had a very 

noticeable effect on cut quality. Low gas pressure resulted to lower HAZ width, lower kerf and 

good surface finish [17]. 

Rajaram et al. (2002) worked on using CO2 lasers to cut samples of 4130 steel. He studied 

the effects of power and cutting speed on kerf width, surface roughness, striation frequency, and 

the size of the heat-affected zone (HAZ). Regression analysis method was used to carry out and 

describe the effect of independent process parameters on laser cut quality. It was observed that 

power had a major effect on kerf width and size of HAZ, while feed rate effects were secondary. 

At low power levels, the smallest kerf width and HAZ are obtained, and the effects of feed rate are 

moderate. He also mentioned that for optimum cut quality, kerf width HAZ, and surface roughness 

are kept to the minimum [18, 19]. 

Pandey et al. (2013) paper presented optimal solutions and improvements in different cut 

qualities using pulsed Nd: YAG laser for cutting a titanium alloy sheet. A regression model for 

kerf taper and surface roughness was developed and has been taken as objective functions for the 

genetic algorithm-based multi-objective optimization. In terms of main findings of the paper, the 

parametric study shows that for a good laser cutting of titanium alloy sheet, lower values of pulse 

width and pulse frequency, higher values of cutting speed, and moderate pressure of nitrogen (N2) 

gas will be more suitable [20]. 

Rajamani et al. (2016) worked on predicting the performance characteristics of kerf 

deviation and metal removal rate on the Nd-YAG laser cutting of the Titanium (TI-6Al-4V) 

superalloy sheet using fuzzy and regression modeling techniques. State variables considered were 

pulse width, pulse energy, cutting speed, and gas pressure. RSM based box-Behnken design 

methodology was used to conduct experiments, and the fuzzy rule-based models were developed 
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to predict responses. Regression and fuzzy rule model results were compared and examined with 

experimental results. It was observed that a developed fuzzy model could be effectively used to 

predict laser cutting parameters in automated manufacturing environments to reduce the 

complexity of process planning activities [21]. 

 

2.1.2.2 Effects of ANOVA on parametric study 

 

Prajapati et al. (2013) researched on the effects of laser cutting processing parameters such 

as laser power, gas pressure, cutting speed, and thickness effect on measured responses such as 

surface roughness was studied. His study involved the use of CO2 laser cutting of mild steel and 

Hardox-400 material.  The Taguchi L27 orthogonal array method with three different levels of 

every input parameter was used to design the experiment. Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was 

also used to interpret results, and the optimum parameter confirmed the experimental results: It 

was concluded that cutting speed and work piece thickness play an important role in surface 

roughness [22]. 

Leone et al. (2016) did investigate fine laser cutting of 1.0 mm thick aluminum 6061-T6 

sheets through the employment of a 150 W multimode pulsed Nd: YAG laser. Two experimental 

test plans were developed and performed. The first was used to measure the maximum cutting 

speed at the maximum average power, and the second test is carried through the effects of beam 

travel direction, pulse duration and cutting speed on the kerf model. The cut quality was evaluated, 

and kerf width geometry were studied using analysis of variance (ANOVA). Results showed that 

the maximum cutting speed varies in the range 450-1200 mm/min depending on beam travel 

direction and pulse direction [23]. 
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Gadallah et al. (2015) worked on optimizing the parameters of laser beam cutting of 

stainless steel (316L) while considering the effect of input parameters such as power, oxygen 

pressure, frequency, and cutting speed.  From the Design of experiment, three different levels and 

process responses were measured, such as average kerf taper, surface roughness, and HAZ. Models 

were formulated based on Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) and optimized using MATLAB 

developed environment. Results obtained from the Taguchi optimization indicate that the best kerf 

quality comes from power at low-level 150 W, gas pressure at 0.5 MPa, pulse frequency at high 

level 125 hz and cutting speed at 40 cm/min. In addition, power and assist gas pressure 

significantly affect the kerf quality in the operating range of process parameters [24]. 

 

2.1.2.2 Effects of Neural Networks of parametric study on cut quality 

 

Madic et al. (2012) study was to develop a predictive model for burr height in CO2 laser of 

stainless steel using artificial neural networks (ANN). The laser cutting parameters; laser power, 

cutting speed, assist gas pressure and focus position was expressed as an explicit nonlinear function 

using ANN mathematical model of the burr height. Nitrogen was used as the assist gas. Taguchi's 

orthogonal array method was used to plan the laser cutting experiment to obtain results for the 

ANN training. ANN model was used to generate 3D surface plots and to investigate the effects of 

the cutting parameters. From findings, it was revealed that the focus position has far the most 

significant effects, while the assist gas pressure has the least effect., which is economically 

justifiable [25]. 
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2.1.2.2 Effects of Factorial Analysis on parametric study on cut quality 

 

Yilbas (2008) investigated the effects of cutting parameters; laser power, cutting speed, 

and oxygen assisting gas pressure on the percentage of kerf width is examined. To identify the 

main effects and interactions of the parameters, a factorial analysis is carried out. Optical 

microscopy and scanning electron microscopy are carried out to examine the cutting the defects 

and kerf size variation. It was found that increasing the laser power and oxygen gas pressure have 

significant effect on the percentage of kerf width variation [26, 27]. 

 

2.1.3 Modeling and Optimization of cutting parameters on cut quality 

 

Sharma et al. (2012) worked on modeling and optimizing cut quality characteristics during 

Nd: YAG laser cutting of aluminum thin alloy sheet along with the curved profile. The cutting 

quality characteristics considered are average kerf deviation and average kerf taper. The essential 

input parameters identified are: 

• Arc radius of curve profile 

• Oxygen pressure 

• Pulse width 

• Pulse frequency 

• Cutting speed 

 A hybrid approach of Taguchi and response surface methodologies were developed to 

model the first and second response. From verification of results, significant improvement in 

average kerf width was observed using both methodologies [28].  
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Gross et al. (2004) worked on the modeling of surface profiles resulting from the laser 

cutting process. In this work, a three-dimensional, fully coupled model for the laser cutting process 

is used. It is shown that if details of the cut surface profile, dross, and burnout are studied in detail, 

simplifications like reduction in model dimension and the neglect of gas dynamics, viscous shear, 

convection effects and melt flow dynamics are not considered. Small effects induced identifiable 

differences within the cut surface profile. In conclusion, simplified models do not yield the 

necessary information on cut quality (like striation formation, cut squareness) in a reliable manner. 

The effects of small physical phenomena like convection and shear forces substantially impact the 

melt flow and hence the cut quality [29]. 

Thawari et al. (2005) worked on using a pulsed Nd: YAG laser for cutting 1 mm thick 

Hastelloy-X sheet. The cutting regime has been constructed and explained in terms of extent of 

spot surface and correlated Cut quality attributes like kerf width, cut edge profile and surface 

roughness were all studied. From results obtained, spot overlap is determined to be a crucial 

parameter that drives the cut quality attributes like kerf width, surface roughness, and surface 

morphology [30].  

Tahir et al. (2017) study investigated the effects of duty cycle on kerf width formation and 

HAZ region in laser cutting of 22MnB5 ultra-high-strength steel blank. A response surface 

methodology (RSM) using a three-level Box-Behnken design of the experiment was developed 

with three factors: Peak power, cutting speed, and duty cycle. The kerf width and HAZ formation 

were the two parameters that were optimized. From the research findings, it was observed that the 

laser duty cycle was crucial to determine the cutting quality of ultra-high-strength steel, followed 

by cutting speed and laser power [31]. 
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2.2 Simulation Study based on the parameters on cut quality 

 

Byoung-Cheol et al. (2001) investigated the formation of a striation pattern in a thin 

stainless-steel tube by numerical simulation using a pulsed Nd: YAG laser beam performed during 

a cutting operation. The shape of the striation pattern was influenced by different combinations of 

laser parameters such as laser power, pulse duration, frequency, and scanning speed. simulation 

result was performed under similar conditions with experimental which showed agreement. From 

results shown, the numerical results can be used to predict the shape of striations patterns and to 

offer better ways to provide smooth surface cut walls [32]. 
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CHAPTER 3 

FORMULATION AND METHODOLOGY OF THE NUMERICAL MODEL 

3.1 Governing equations for heat transfer and fluid flow 

 

The molten metal is assumed to be Newtonian and incompressible fluid. The laser cutting 

simulation is based on fluid dynamics conservation laws, which is discretized on a regular three-

dimensional spatial array in cartesian coordinates and solved by the finite volume method. The 

model is solved numerically using the conservation equations of mass, momentum, energy, and 

volume of fraction fluid which are given in ( 1) through (4). 

 

3.1.1 Mass Conservation equation: 

 

In equation ( 1) above, the speed of the constant is zero if the flow of the solid phase is not 

possible. 

The laser beam is simulated as a volume of a heat source with Gaussian distribution. The 

absorption coefficient depends on the angle of incidence, and thus it is given in the Fresnel 

equation [33]. The energy of the laser beam in the metal follows the Beer-Lambert law [34] 

 

∇ ∙ V = 0     ( 1 ) 
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3.1.2 Momentum equation 

 

The final term in equation (2) represents the buoyant acceleration due to thermal expansion 

of the fluid, the volume changes of which are assumed to be small enough to be negligible in 

equation ( 1)  

∂v

∂t
+ (V ∙ ∇)V = −

1

ρ
∇P +




∇2V + g +




∇F          (2) 

Where V is the velocity vector, t is the time, g is the gravitational acceleration, p is the scalar 

pressure,  is the density,  is viscosity,  is the surface tension, and  is the curvature of the free 

surface, F is volume fraction of fluid in the surface cell. 

The fourth term of equation (



∇F) is the volume force induced by the surface tension, 

non-zero within the free surface. The interfacial surface force is being converted into a 

corresponding volume force which can be included into a corresponding volume force, which can 

then be included in the Navier-Stokes equations 

3.1.3 Energy equation 

The method used to capture the position of solid/liquid(S/L) interface of melting and 

solicitation is the classic enthalpy-porosity. 

The evolution of the temperature field is significantly influenced by the phase transitions. 

The fusion and solidification of metal are considered in the solid-liquid interface of melting. 

To map the melting and evaporation enthalpy, the heat conduction and convection equations 

are formulated in the energy equation [35]. 

∂v

∂t
+ (V ∙ ∇)V = −

1

ρ
∇P + μ∇2V + g[1 − β(T − Tm]           (3) 
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Where v : The velocity of the molten material  

t : Time 

P : Pressure 

 : Viscosity 

g : Gravitational acceleration 

β : Thermal expansion coefficient 

T : Temperature 

𝑇𝑚 : Melting temperature of material 

h : Enthalpy 

 : Density 

 : Thermal conductivity 

 

3.1.4 Tracing of Free Surface Flow 

 

The volume of fraction technique (VOF) is used to track the position and shape of the 

molten surface (free surface). It solves a scalar transportation equation for the volume fraction of 

fluid in a cell (F) as shown in equation (4): 

𝐷𝐹

𝐷𝑡
=

𝜕𝐹

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇ ∙ (𝑉𝐹) = 0                                              (4) 

The VOF technique is based on the variable F, a scalar such as  0 ≤ 𝐹 ≤ 1  denoting the 

volume fraction of fluid occupying each simulation element (cubic, in this simulation). By 

definition, a cell is void when 𝐹 = 0 and completely occupied by the fluid when 𝐹 = 1 with the 

extreme values occurring in a void and fluid element, respectively, and the intermediate values 

occurring in free surface elements. 
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The governing equations are discretized and then solved using the finite volume method in 

FLOW-3D®. Details of the discretization and solution steps are available in the literature[36]. 

 

3.2 LASER 

 

A Laser is a device that emits light through a process of optical amplification based on the 

stimulated emission of electromagnetic radiation. The acronym of the term ‘laser’ is Light 

Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation [37].  

For Directivity: A laser has a straight narrow beam that almost never spreads. It has an 

excellent beam concentration, which when focused using a lens, provides a high heat source as 

shown in Figure 3.1. 

 

Figure 3.1: Laser device displaying a straight narrow beam with a focused lens providing a high heat source 

[38]. 

 

3.2.1  Laser energy distribution 

 

The cross section of the light intensity distribution show various distributions depending 

on the type of the resonator. The cross-section intensity is identified with the Transverse-Electro-

Magnetic mode (TEM). A TEM mode is described as TEMmn, where m and n are the indices of 

the mode. TEM00 is a basic mode in which the cross-sectional intensity distribution of laser light 
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has a Gaussian distribution and is also said to be a Gaussian mode, single mode as shown in Figure 

3.2. In the higher-order mode in which a plurality of modes is mixed, it is a multi-mode such as 

TEM 10 and TEM 20 as shown in figures 3.2(b) and 3.2(c). 

 

Figure 3.2: laser energy distributions depending on the type of the resonator. (a): Gaussian modeTEM00 b) 

Higher order TEM10 c) Higher order TEM20 [38]. 

 

3.2.2 Beam Shape and the beam quality factor (M2)  

 

The laser beam TEM quality is represented by the number M2. It is known for the degree 

of variation of a beam from an ideal Gaussian beam (TEM00). Equation is used to calculate M2. 

Furthermore, the value of M2 for an ideal Gaussian beam TEM00 is M2 = 1. 

𝑀2 =
𝜋𝐷𝑑

4𝑓
     (5) 

Where:  

- D: Beam diameter 

- D: Spot diameter 

- : Wavelength 

- f: Focal distance 
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Figure 3.3: Beam shape and the beam quality factor [38]. 

 

3.2.3 Laser divergence angle  

 

The laser light emitted from the resonator has a property of spreading at a certain 

divergence angle as shown in Figure 3.4. Beam from various resonators have different divergence 

angles, and the Beam Parameters Product (BPP) is used to quantify the quality of the beam.  

 

Figure 3.4: Laser divergence angle (BPP) [38] 

 

The BPP can be expressed in the equation below. BB units are mm*mrad 

(millimeter*milliradians) 

𝐵𝑃𝑃 =
𝑀2

𝜋
= (

𝐷

4𝑓
) 𝑑    (6) 

Where: 

- D: Beam diameter 

- d: Spot diameter 

- : Wavelength 
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- f: Focal length 

Calculating a laser beam spot diameter (d) 

𝑑 =
4𝑓𝑀2

𝜋𝐷
  𝑜𝑟 𝑑 = (

4𝑓

𝐷
) 𝐵𝑃𝑃     (7) 

Where: 

- d: = Spot diameter 

- D: = Beam waist diameter 

- : Wavelength 

- f: Focal length 

- M^2: = Beam propagation ratio 

- BPP: Beam Parameter Product 

 

3.3 Laser Irradiation 

 

Laser irradiation is defined to be the extension of the edges of an illuminated object (laser) 

seen against a dark background. 

 

3.3.1 Laser vector generation and determination of a unique free surface 

 

The laser irradiation simulated behaves differently from the real world where the beam has 

light vectors across the beam waist. The simulated laser generated the light vectors from the center 

of the laser source diameter.  
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Figure 3.5: Real laser and simulated laser generates light from whole laser source and center source [38]. 

 

The free surface is determined using the nf value. If the area where the vector meets the 

surface is a free surface, the vector is back traced to check for another free surface it might crossed 

(given a threshold value). If there were other free surfaces found earlier in the process, then this 

location will not be irradiated. 

 

3.3.2 Laser Irradiation mode 

 

Laser irradiation mode depicts the different modes of irradiation based on the value 

assigned as shown in Table 1. In this study, first free surface irradiation mode is used for the laser 

beam which irradiates only the first free surface cell as shown in Figure 3.6. It is the recommended 

mode for most irradiation lasers. It is assigned a value of 2 on the setting and represented by a set 

irradiation flag ILBEAM. 
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Figure 3.6: Option 2- Heat flux only applied to the first free surface [38]. 

 

The free surface is determined using the nf value. If the area where the vector meets the 

surface is a free surface, the vector is back traced to check for other free surfaces it might crossed 

(given a threshold value). If there were other free surface found earlier in the process, then this 

location will not be irradiated. 

Table 3.1: Irradiation modes [38]. 

Value Mode (ILBEAM) Description 

0 No irradiation No irradiation 

1 Irradiate all free 

surfaces 

Irradiate the interface with energy density at that location 

(no distribution). 

* Warning: Energy balance will not be correct 

2 First free surface 

irradiation 

Irradiate only the first free surface cell. This is the 

recommended mode 

3 Irradiation energy 

attenuation (table 

dependent) 

Irradiation will be applied based on the user specified 

tabular heat flux factor (HFDEPTHLBM) and the 

penetration depth (DEPTHLBM) 

4 Irradiation energy 

attenuation 

Heat flux depth function used to apply energy attenuation 

given an attenuation depth 

*Attenuation depth (DPENLBM) input required. 
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3.4 Gaussian beam distribution 

 

Gaussian beams are light beams where the electric field profile in a plane perpendicular to 

the beam axis can be described with a Gaussian function, possibly with an added parabolic phase 

profile. Laser beams often occur in the form of Gaussian beams, were the transverse profile of the 

optical intensity of the beam with power can be described with a Gaussian function: 

Generally, in many cases using a laser or an arc, a Gaussian distribution is formed in which 

the energy density gradually attenuates from the center to the outside. By using the following 

equation 8, a radial distribution is formed. In the input, it gives the variance heat that determines 

the heat flux and distribution shape of the venter part. 

 

Figure 3.7: The waist of a Gaussian beam is defined as the location where the irradiance is 1/e^2(13.5%) of 

its maximum value [38]. 

 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡 𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑥 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑓𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑠 exp {− (
𝑟

𝑟𝑏
)

2

}     (8) 

Where: 
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-  qf: Heat flux at center 

- r: radius 

- q: W/m2 in SI unit (erg/s/cm2 in cgs unit) 

- rb: Position of infliction point ( 
rfocus

√2
 )  

 

3.4.1 Gaussian distribution Conical shape 

 

In a conical shape laser, the gauss distribution changes on the position, but the surface area 

is the same as the heat flux. 

 

Figure 3.8: Conical shape laser showing gaussian distribution changes [38]. 
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3.4.2 Energy changes during Gaussian distribution 

 

When the irradiation source is moved up and down, changes in diameter and in energy 

density are taken into consideration as shown in Figure 3.9. For energy changes, however, since 

the gradient is constant, the power is constant as shown in Figure 3.9. 

 

Figure 3.9: heat flux by laser and vector and total thermal fluid energy [38].  . 

 

3.5 Methodology of Numerical model 

 

In this section, a detail understanding of the CAD model, computations domain, boundary 

conditions and materials is being explained in detail including the required formulas included. 
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3.5.1 3 - Dimensional CAD Model 

 

The 3D CAD model was built using FLOW-3D® Weld [5]. The material used in this study 

is a 304 austenitic stainless-steel metal sheet which has a thickness of 1.2 mm. The dimensions 

used to represent is the same with that of the experimental work which is a 5 cm x 5 cm metal 

sheet. The 3D computational mesh size used was 0.02 cm of finer mesh. The total cells resulting 

are 200,000. Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11 shows the schematic of austenitic stainless-steel block 

with thickness and dimensions. 

 

Figure 3.10 :3D orthogonal view of 1.2 mm thick block of austenitic stainless. 

 

Figure 3.11: schematic of block diagram showing dimensions and thickness of austenitic stainless steel 
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3.5.2 Computational Domain 

 

FLOW-3D® applies an adaptive set of meshes to its geometries for discretization. The mesh 

is generated automatically once the set of plain values are assigned with respect to the direction of 

axis. The computational domain comprises of the mesh size and dimensions considered for 

meshing the steel block. A non-conforming mesh type was generated with mesh cell size of 0.02 

cm, resulting to a total of 200,000 cells as shown in Figure 3.10. In the X-direction, mesh 

dimension values of 0.0 cm and 5.0 cm is used for plane 1 and plane 2. The Y-direction has mesh 

plane values of -2.45 cm and 2.55 cm respectively in both plane 1 and 2. In the Z-direction, 3 mesh 

planes is accounted for with values consisting of -0.1 cm in plane 1, 0.0 cm in plane 2 and 0.1 cm 

in plane 3. 

 

Figure 3.12: Mesh displayed in 3D orthogonal view of 1.2 mm thick block of austenitic stainless steel 
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3.5.3 Mesh Convergence study 

To ensure simulation convergence, accuracy, and quality, creating a high-quality mesh is 

one of the most critical factors that must be considered. It is important to note that there are 

significant distinctions between meshes created for simulation in computational fluid dynamics. 

To improve the quality of results for simulations in this study of laser cutting of austenitic stainless 

steel, the mesh quality of the results was varied using different mesh cells using FLOW-3D®TM as 

shown in Table 1. 

Table 3.2: Different number of cells used for mesh study 

Course cell Basic cell Fine cell 

50000 100000 200000 300000 400000 

 

A mesh convergence study dictates that a general mesh is created for the problem case, a 

simulation is run, and the results are obtained. Afterward, the process is repeated with a continuous 

increase in mesh fineness. 

 

Figure 3.13: Mesh convergence study of kerf width vs focus position. 
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Table 2: Mesh Convergence test 

Focus Position 

(mm) 
Kerf Width (mm) 

 Course cell 

(50000) 

Base cell 

(100000) 

Fine cell 

(200000) 

Fine cell 

(300000) 

Fine cell 

(400000) 

-1.000 0.241 0.264 0.282 0.280 0.278 

-0.500 0.240 0.260 0.281 0.282 0.280 

0.000 0.314 0.324 0.331 0.335 0.332 

0.500 0.283 0.330 0.351 0.352 0.351 

1.000 0.272 0.301 0.321 0.322 0.323 

 

Table 3.4: Mesh convergence test comparison to experimental data 

Focus Position 

(mm) 
Kerf Width (mm) 

 Course cell 

(50000) 

Base cell 

(100000) 

Fine cell 

(200000) 

Fine cell 

(300000) 

Fine cell 

(400000) 

Experimental 

data 

-1.000 0.241 0.264 0.282 0.280 0.278 0.269 

-0.500 0.240 0.260 0.281 0.282 0.280 0.276 

0.000 0.314 0.324 0.331 0.335 0.332 0.372 

0.500 0.283 0.330 0.353 0.352 0.351 0.381 

1.000 0.272 0.301 0.321 0.322 0.323 0.351 

Avg. Total 0.270 0.296 0.313 0.314 0.313 0.334 

% difference 19.16 11.44 6.65 5.93 6.35  
 

Table 3.5: Time step vs run time progress 

Cell number 
Time step 

(sec) 

run progress 

time (sec) 

50000 0.01 5 

100000 0.01 10 

200000 0.01 20 

300000 0.02 60 

400000 0.025 100 
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In this study, the mesh convergence test criteria were limited to a laser cutting numerical 

study with cutting speed of 4 m/min, laser power of 1530 Watts with focus position of -1 mm, -

0.5 mm, 0.0 mm, 0.5 mm, and 1.0 mm. From the chosen input parameters mentioned above, 

optimizing, and determining the ideal mesh cell to be used for further simulations is plotted and 

compared. Mesh cell numbers of 500,00, 100,000, 200,000, 300,000 and 400,000 cells were used 

to determine the stability and accuracy of the domain despite the computational time required to 

run the simulations as shown in Figure 1. 

A cell number of 400,000 cells was considered and used in the mesh convergence study. 

Initially with the number of cells used, there were errors leading to convergence due to very small-

time step size of 0.01 seconds used for the study. To compliment the number of cells used to solve 

the domain, we used a time step which determines how fast or slow the calculation is progressed 

during the run time simulation as shown in Table 4. We increased the time step from 0.01 seconds 

to 0.025 seconds which helped to run the numerical study with ease at a progressed run time 

interval of 100 seconds, with reduced total simulation time of less than 10 hours. The results were 

within accuracy when compared to cell numbers of 200,000 and 300,000 cells, with a percentage 

error margin within 3%. From the solution obtained in Figure 1, a 6.35 % error margin is obtained 

when compared to the experimental problem of the study. 

300,000 is one of the number of cells used for meshing in this convergence study. Similar 

to 400,000 cells, we used an increased time step function to account for run time progress in the 

simulation. The time step is increased from 0.01 seconds to 0.02 seconds which results to a 

progressed run time of 30 seconds. It resulted to a reduced total simulation run time of 3-5 hours 

and better solution. From Figure 1, the solution is within 6 % agreement with the experimental 

study and within 2 % in agreement with the cell size of 200,000 and 400,000 cell size.  
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A fine mesh of 200,000 cell number was highly recommended for this numerical study 

which results to better solution, accuracy and closer representation of result to the experimental 

study despite its long computational time of two (2) days on average for the simplified geometry 

of a 5 cm x 5 cm block. A step size of 0.01 was used which took more than a day to complete a 

simulation run. From data shown in table 3 for a cell of 200,000 used, on average resulted to a 6.61 

% difference when compared to experimental data. 

The base mesh cell number of 200,000 was considered and used as a sample for this study 

to obtain a stable solution while running the simulation to obtain a better accuracy. From the plots 

shown in Figure 1, it is noticeable to say that with an average computation time of 2 hours with a 

progress run time of 10 seconds used. From figure 1, the kerf width is smaller compared to a finer 

mesh of 200 cells number which led to an 11.44 % percentage difference compared to experimental 

data. 

A course mesh cell number of 50,000 is the fifth option considered and utilized for this 

sample study of mesh stability, solution, and accuracy.  A cell number of 50,000 cells led to a very 

reduced simulation time of above 17 minutes to complete the run. The run time progress was 5 

seconds with a time step of 0.01 seconds used.  From the Figure 1, the impact of kerf width with 

to focus position is least wide compared to mesh size of 100,000 cells and 200,000 cells. 

In conclusion, using mesh cell number of 100,000 and 200,000 is highly recommended to 

obtain a more stable solution with greater accuracy despite more computational time involved. A 

mesh cell of 300,000 and 400,000 is recommended with a steady increase in step size of 0.02 

seconds and 0.025 seconds would result to a stable solution like 100,000 and 200,000 number of 

cells.  Using 100,000 mesh cells and 200,000 mesh cells resulted to a wider kerf width irrespective 

of the focus position involved. For future purposes, mesh cell of 200,000, 300,000 and 400,000 
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will yield a closer solution to experimental data, which is highly recommended to generate the 

ideal optimum quality solution, accuracy, stability, and longer computation time to solve. 

 

3.5.3 Boundary conditions 

 

In free-surface fluid dynamics simulations, laser cutting heat input is imposed as a surface 

heat flux boundary condition. The energy undergoes convection and is conducted throughout the 

cutting process in the solid material. The present simulation considered only the conservation of 

thermal energy in the dross formation- kinetic and potential energies of the flow of molten material 

were assumed negligible in comparison. Another relevant expression for conservation of energy 

that includes melting enthalpy is displayed in equation (9). 

𝑑ℎ

𝑑𝑡
+ (𝑣 ∙ ∇)ℎ =

1


∇ ∙ (𝐾∇𝑇)     (9) 

With: 

ℎ = 𝐶𝑝 ∙ 𝑇 + 𝑓(𝑇) ∙ 𝐿𝑓       (10) 

And 

𝑓(𝑇) = {
0, 𝑖𝑓 𝑇 < 𝑇𝑚

1, 𝑖𝑓 𝑇 ≥ 𝑇𝑚
     (11) 

The laser beam irradiance was modeled as a Gaussian function following the expression 

(12) 

𝑞(𝑥, 𝑦) =
3𝑄

𝜋𝑟𝐿
2 exp (−3

𝑥2+𝑦2

𝑟𝐿
2 ).     (12) 

The value 3 is the coefficient appearing in the exponential and pre-factor terms that imply 

95 % of the total energy existing within a radius 𝑟𝐿 of effective laser beam. 
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Cut surface energy fluctuates due to heating by laser irradiation and cooling by air 

convection. Therefore, thermal radiation and evaporation were applied to the upper free surface of 

the work piece according to equation (13). 

𝐾
𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑛
= 𝜂𝑞 − ℎ𝐴(𝑇 − 𝑇∞ − 𝜎𝑆𝜀𝑟(𝑇4 − 𝑇∞

4 ) − 𝑞𝑣𝑎𝑝   (13) 

The absorptivity of the laser for the solid material 𝜂 in equation (13 ) was estimated as a 

function of surface temperature based on expressions[39]. 

η = 354.67(ρ)1/2      (14) 

  = 10−8(a + bT)     (15) 

Equation (14) is valid for a laser energy wavelength of 1.03m. In equation (15), the 

constants for the temperature-varying resistivity of metal were: 

a =22.1 and b = 0.11 in the temperature range of 273 – 1150 K (varied from 0.25 to 0.432 

in this range) and 𝑎 = 148.6 and 𝑏 = 0 in the range of 1150 − 1953 𝐾.  The absorptivity in the 

liquid phase corresponds to the calculated melting temperature 𝑇𝑚 = 1953 𝐾, a value of 𝜂 =

0.432. 

Surface evaporation is the defining characteristic of high laser beam cutting. Evaporation 

has an important thermal and mechanical effect that becomes stronger as the surface temperature 

is increased. Extensive investigations and testing have been carried out for evaporation from liquid 

metal surfaces using higher laser power [40 - 44]. 

From prior literature [42], evaporation cooling can be expressed in equation (16): 

𝑞𝑣𝑎𝑝 = 0.82
Δ𝐻∗

√2𝜋𝑀𝑅𝑇
𝑃0 exp (∆𝐻∗ 𝑇−𝑇𝐿𝑉

𝑅𝑇𝑇𝐿𝑉
)    (16) 

At lower velocities, the normal surface pressure is larger, while the evaporation cooling 

rate is smaller. The boundary condition for pressure normal to the surface including recoil pressure 

and surface tension force is displayed in equation (17)  
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−𝑃 + 2𝜇
𝜕𝑉𝑛

𝜕𝑛
= −𝑃𝑟 + 𝛾𝑠 (

1

𝑅𝑥
+

1

𝑅𝑦
 )    (17) 

To model a Marangoni flow, shear stress balance on the free surface is described in (1) : 

𝜇
𝜕𝑉𝑟

𝜕𝑛
= −

𝜕𝛾𝑠

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝜏
     (18) 

Gaussian beam  

q(w) =
2ηQ

πr2 exp (−
2w2

r2 )     (19) 

Where q is the heat flux at a radial distance w from the beam center. 

Q is the laser power 

r is the laser beam radius 

𝜂 is the absorbance of the material 

 

3.5.4 Materials and material properties.  

 

The stainless-steel metals are very common and widely used in engineering materials. 

However, due to steels having higher melting points and low viscosity of the formed oxides, they 

are not easy to be cut by the oxyfuel method. They can be cut with high accuracy using the laser 

cutting process [6].  

Table 3 gives a detailed composition of austenitic stainless steel (AISI 304L). Chromium 

and nickel account for the largest presence in the material. Meanwhile, carbon, silicon, and sulfur 

makeup little composition of the metal.  
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Table 3.6 : Chemical Composition of AISI 304 austenitic stainless steel [2] 

 

Elements Composition (% wt.) 

Chromium 18.0 min – 20.0 max 

Nickel 8.0 min – 12.0 max 

Carbon 0.030 

Manganese 2.00 

Phosphorus 0.045 

Sulfur 0.030 

Silicon 0.75 

Nitrogen 0.10 

Iron Balance (-) 

 

Austenitic stainless steels are stainless steels that are non-magnetic. They are known for 

their formability, resistance to corrosion, oxidation resistance, excellent tensile, and creep 

properties. These steels have unique properties: Greater thermal expansion, heat capacity, and 

lower thermal conductivity compared to other stainless-steel metals. Austenitic stainless steel is 

being used in different applications such as piping systems, processing-pressure vessels, petroleum 

refining, flanges and fittings, medical industries, valves and pumps, various manufacturing 

industries, mining, power generation-nuclear, as well as in some high-temperature applications. In 

this work, AISI 304L is the material selected for the investigation of cut. Table 3.3 summarizes 

physical and thermophysical properties of austenitic stainless steel.  

Table 3.7: Thermophysical Properties of austenitic stainless steel (AISI 304L) [4]. 

Name Value Units 

Density 8.02 kg/m3 

Viscosity 0.08 kg/m/s 

Specific Heat 4.8E+06 J/kg/K 

Thermal Conductivity 16.2 W/m∙K 

Heat transfer to void type 1 1.E+05 W/m2/K 

Liquidus Temperature 1727.15 K 

Solidus Temperature 1633.15 K 

Latent Heat of Fusion 2.61E+09 J/kg 

Compressibility 1e-10 1/Pa 
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3.6 Setting up a laser cutting simulation using FLOW-3D® 

 

FLOW-3D® includes a wide variety of models that can be used to include different physical 

mechanisms into the calculation. Brief descriptions of each model used for cutting austenitic 

stainless steel are given below. 

 

3.6.1 Heat Transfer Model 

 

The heat transfer model enables the simulation of conduction, convection, and radiation in 

the domain. Before any other heat transfer option could be used, fluid internal energy advection 

must be activated. Two advection options are available: 

• First-order option: Efficient and robust, it is suitable for most heat transfer problems but 

can lead to artificial (numerical) diffusion of heat for simulations where high thermal 

gradients are expected.  

• Second-order monotonicity-preserving option: Appropriate in situations where resolving 

temperature gradients is of primary importance, for example, in buoyancy-driven flows. 

No heat transfer model is the default setting, which is used for isothermal simulations. 

In this model, the first order (first approximation) of fluid internal energy advection option 

is used, and the fluid to solid heat transfer is checked. An explicit numerical approach is used. 
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3.6.2 Solidification Model 

 

Solidification is defined as the rigidity and resistance to flow — the solidification model 

aides to simulate the effects of solid-liquid phase change. The solidification model can be used 

when heat transfer is activated, and fluid specific heat and conductivity are set. Only the metal 

substrate austenitic stainless-steel can undergo phase transformations. 

In this model, the “activate solidification” option is checked with no specified shrinkage. 

The shrinkage model is unnecessary when thermal expansion is included in density evaluation.  

 

3.6.3 Bubble and Phase change model  

 

The bubble and phase change models are used to control the pressure-volume-temperature 

relationship for void regions, and to model liquid-vapor phase change for one and two-fluids 

problems. The constant pressure bubbles with vaporization and phase change denote that when the 

densities of the fluid and gas differ, small variations in pressure within the gas and gas inertia can 

be neglected compared to those in the fluid. In this case, each void region can be treated as a 

uniform pressure region. To model evaporation, activate the bubble and phase change model. We 

model evaporation, assuming a constant pressure (simple model) gamma value 1.4. The void 

pressure (pvoid) specified in this model for phase change is 1.0e + 06 dyne/cm2. The heat 

transfer coefficient (hflv1) of the void (atmosphere) value used is 1.0e + 05 erg/s/𝑐𝑚2/

k (100 W/𝑚2/K), and the accommodation coefficient to adjust the evaporation amount is 0.01. 

The accommodation coefficient has values between 0.01 ~ 0.1. However, it does not exceed 1.0. 
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3.6.4 Density Evaluation Model 

 

The density evaluation model is used to control how density is calculated in simulation. 

For one-material incompressible flows, the density values are set to the density () of fluid 1. For 

two-fluids incompressible flows, the density is a weighted average of the densities of the two fluids 

(𝜌1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 2) based on volume fraction F as illustrated by equation.  

rho,  (i, j, k) = F(i, j, k)ρ1 + [1.0 − F(i, j, k)]ρ2     (20) 

The fluid at free surfaces being a one-fluid problem, it can either evaporate or condense. 

Therefore, a phase change model is used. This is due to the gas side of the interface is at constant 

pressure. In this study, the density is evaluated as a function of other quantities (e.g., temperature 

or scalars), and it includes volumetric thermal expansion. The density (𝜌𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
𝑛 ) required for equation 

(2) is evaluated based on the laser cutting model setup.  

 

3.6.5 Surface Tension model 

 

Surface tension is a force that acts in the plane tangent to any sharp interface, between a 

gas and liquid, or between two immiscible liquids. It occurs due to differences in the intermolecular 

forces between the two materials. Surface tension can be modeled in FLOW-3D® in one or two 

fluid flows, but always with the free surface or sharp interface model turned on. 

The surface tension model includes surface tension effects on the interface between fluid 

1 (atmospheric air) and fluid 2 (metal). Wall adhesion is activated, with surface tension coefficient 

() value being 1000 g/s2 and temperature dependence (D/dT) value being 0 g/s2/K. The default 

contact angle is 90 degrees, which helps to control the wetting behavior where the interface meets 
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solid wall boundaries and solid components. The numerical approximation for surface tension 

pressure is set to be explicit. 

 

3.6.6 Scalars 

 

Scalars are used to define the properties of fluid 1, fluid 2 or both. They represent various 

substances that are transported in the flow. A transport equation is solved for each advectable or 

non-advectable scalars. Advectable scalars addresses environmental problems associated with the 

transport of solute mass, salinity, temperature, etc. meanwhile non-advectable scalars are not 

associated with substances that are transported in the flow. In this work, with the involvement of 

temperature transport involving heat in the fluid, advectable scalars are required. The scalar 

variables are defined by the user to be included in the calculation. These variables can be used to 

modify the fluid density, viscosity, elastic modulus, and viscoelastic properties as a function of the 

scalar concentration. Scalars can be customized where they provide an advectable spatial variable, 

and for which source terms and other dependencies can be added. In this model, 6 scalars are used 

with non-advectable scalar conditions as shown in Table 3. 

Table 3.8: Scalars used in numerical model 

Scalar 1 Shield gas region 

Scalar 2 Melt region 

Scalar 3 dT/dx 

Scalar 4 dT/dy 

Scalar 5 dT/dz 

Scalar 6 heat flux by laser 
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3.6.7 Viscosity and Turbulence 

 

The viscosity and turbulence model add the computation of viscous stresses and turbulence 

quantities to the solution. Due to the nature of the model, viscous flow, also called streamline flow 

option is activated due to this model set up being a continuous steady motion of the particles; the 

motion at a fixed point always remains constant. A steady laminar flow is assumed, and the wall 

shear boundary conditions are assumed to be a no-slip or partial slip condition, meaning no friction 

occurs at the walls.  

 

3.7 Modelling and Optimization parameters in Laser cutting.  

 

Most industries in the last decade are utilizing completely automated and computer-

controlled machines through simulation and numerical work to accomplish the requirements of the 

competitive manufacturing market. The best way to enhance the quality of a cut is by setting 

process parameters with least manufacturing costs, timing, higher productivity, and process safety. 

In this work, the key parameters include laser power, cutting speed, gas pressure, and focus 

position.  

Modeling and optimization of process parameters is usually a tough task for the 

manufacturing process parameters, machine specifications, and effective optimization conditions 

[45]. Tables 5-11 shows the process parameters and input values used while running the simulation 

work in FLOW-3D®. 
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Table 3.9: Process parameters 

 

 

Table 3.10: Process parameter Input values 

Sample Cutting 

Speed 

Laser 

Power 

Gas 

Pressure 

Focus 

Distance 

1 10 900 9 0 

2 11.667 900 9 0 

3 13.33 900 9 0 

4 10 1000 9 0 

5 10 1100 9 0 

6 11.667 1000 9 0 

7 11.667 1100 9 0 

8 13.33 1000 9 0 

9 13.33 1100 9 0 

 

Table 3.11: Process parameter Input values 

Sample Cutting 

Speed 

Laser 

Power 

Gas 

Pressure 

Focus 

Distance 

1 10 900 9 0.5 

2 11.667 900 9 0.5 

3 13.33 900 9 0.5 

4 10 1000 9 0.5 

5 10 1100 9 0.5 

6 11.667 1000 9 0.5 

7 11.667 1100 9 0.5 

8 13.33 1000 9 0.5 

9 13.33 1100 9 0.5 

 

 

Process parameter Symbol Unit value 

Laser power 𝑃𝑙 W 900, 1000, 1200 

Focus radius    

Feed Velocity/Cutting 

speed 
v cm/sec 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 

Gas pressure 𝑃𝑔 Pa 4, 8, 9, 10, 11 

Beam profile   Gaussian 

Focus position 𝑃𝑓 mm -1, -0.5, 0, 0.5, 1 
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Table 3.12: Process parameter Input values 

Sample Cutting 

Speed 

Laser 

Power 

Gas 

Pressure 

Focus 

Distance 

1 10 900 9 1.0 

2 11.667 900 9 1.0 

3 13.33 900 9 1.0 

4 10 1000 9 1.0 

5 10 1100 9 1.0 

6 11.667 1000 9 1.0 

7 11.667 1100 9 1.0 

8 13.33 1000 9 1.0 

9 13.33 1100 9 1.0 

 

Table 3.13: Process parameter Input values 

Sample Cutting 

Speed 

Laser 

Power 

Gas 

Pressure 

Focus 

Distance 

1 10 900 10 0.0 

2 11.667 900 11 0.0 

3 13.33 900 10 0.0 

4 10 1000 11 0.0 

5 10 1100 10 0.0 

6 11.667 1000 11 0.0 

7 11.667 1100 11 0.0 

8 13.33 1000 11 0.0 

9 13.33 1100 11 0.0 

 

Table 3.14: Process parameter Input values 

Sample Cutting 

Speed 

Laser 

Power 

Gas 

Pressure 

Focus 

Distance 

1 10 900 10 0.5 

2 11.667 900 11 0.5 

3 13.33 900 10 0.5 

4 10 1000 11 0.0 

5 10 1100 10 0.0 

6 11.667 1000 11 0.0 

7 11.667 1100 11 0.0 

8 13.33 1000 11 0.0 

9 13.33 1100 11 0.0 
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Table 3.15: Process parameter Input values 

Sample Cutting 

Speed 

Laser 

Power 

Gas 

Pressure 

Focus 

Distance 

1 3.33 660 11 -0.5 

2 6.67 1540 11 -1.0 

3 13.33 1980 11 0.0 

4 6.67 660 11 -1.0 

5 13.33 1540 11 0.0 

6 3.33 1980 11 -0.5 

7 13.33 660 11 0.0 

8 3.33 1540 11 0.0 

9 6.67 1980 11 0.0 

10 3.33 660 11 0.5 

11 6.67 1540 11 1.0 

12 13.33 1980 11 1.0 

13 6.67 660 11 1.0 

14 13.33 1540 11 0.5 

15 3.33 1980 11 0.5 

16 13.33 660 11 1.0 

 

3.7.1 Laser Power 

 

Laser power refers to the optical power output of the laser beam, which is the continuous 

power output of CW lasers. The power of the laser is measured in Watts, which has units of nW, 

mW, W.  

In FLOW-3D®, laser power is being represented as the heat flux (Qf), obtained through 

power per unit area. Equations (20) and (21)show the formula used to calculate power and heat 

flux. 

Power =  
Force∗Displacent

Time
=

Energy

Time
      (20) 

Where Energy is measured in Joules and time in Seconds. 

Heat flux =
Power

Area
=  

P
π

4
d2

    (21) 
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Where Power is measured in Watts or 𝑁𝑚/𝑠, and Area is in 𝑚2. The units obtained from 

the heat flux are ergs/𝑠. The area is obtained based on the spot diameter of the beam, which is 0.05 

m. 

Equation (2)is used to compute the heat flux surface area using a Gauss distribution. 

Q = ∫ q ∙ 2πrdr = πrb
2qfocus [1 − exp {− (

rfocus

rb
)

2

}]
rfocus

0
    (22) 

With the current setting, we get: 

Q = π ∙ 0.052qfocus[1 − exp [1 − exp {− (
0.1

0.05
)

2

}]     (23) 

    ≅ π ∙ 0.052qfocus       

For this study, the set of laser power values used include 660 W, 900 W, 1000 W, 1100 W, 

1540 W, and 1980 W. The heat flux is programmed using the ‘hflbm’ code function, which 

signifies a heat flux laser beam. 

 

Figure 3.14: Laser power of 900W used and being converted to heat flux in FLOW-3D® with a radius of 

0.05m [4] 

 

3.7.2 Laser Cutting Speed 

 

Laser cutting speed plays an important role in moving the laser in a coordinate direction. 

It is one of the major parameters determining the roughness and smoothness of the cut surface, the 

kerf width size, and how it affects the HAZ given laser power, focus position, and gas pressures. 
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In this work, the goal is to observe the cutting speed being applied to stainless steel sheet 

in relation to the size of the kerf width, the surface roughness, while the power and gas pressures 

are kept constant. The optimum cutting speed to achieve a smooth surface cut is based on the 

following values: 2 m/min, 4 m/min, 6 m/min, 7 m/min, and 8 m/min. 

 

Figure 3.15: ½ Model. Material: Austenitic stainless steel. Laser moving at a velocity of 2cm/s in the x-

direction [38]. 

 

3.7.3 Focal Position (FP) 

 

The focal position with units in mm highly influences the mechanical properties of the cut 

and dictates the qualities of surface finish, depth of penetration, and the kerf width size. Normal 

focus and defocus are the two types of focus position parameters we consider for the focus 

distance. The focal position in this work accounts for the best possible value that would be used to 

ease the depth of penetration, reduce the kerf width size, and reduce the HAZ areas on the surface 

of the austenitic stainless-steel plate. 
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3.7.3.1 Normal Focal Position 

 

The nozzle (light source) position can be set using an (x, y, z) coordinates, and the 

irradiation direction can be set as a standard vector component. The distance of focus position 

function used to program the laser distance to stainless steel sheet is represented by dflbm, meaning 

distance of focus laser beam. The distance used for the normal focal position is (0 cm, 0.5 cm, 1.0 

cm). 

 

Figure 3.16: Focus distance of the focus lens to the metal surface [38]. 

 

 

3.7.3.2 Defocus Position 

 

Defocus position is similarly set using the normal focus position, the difference being a 

reduced focus distance of the lens to the surface to the material. The distance used to represent the 

defocus is dlflbm. For the present work, -1.0 cm, -0.5 cm were used as part of the parameters to 

evaluate the laser cut of the metal. 
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Figure 3.17: Defocus distance of the focus lens to the metal sheet [38] 

 

3.7.4 Assist gas-pressures 

 

The assist gas pressure type plays an important role in the optimum laser cutting process 

of stainless steel as it achieves accuracy and productivity at a low cost. The assist gas could be 

oxygen (active gas) or nitrogen (inert gas). Sheets less than 1 mm thickness can be cut with bigger 

cutting speeds that can be used through oxygen gas pressures. This is due to oxidation of iron 

releases a certain degree of heat (100-15 J/molecular weight x degree), which is an added energy 

to that of the focused laser beam. In addition, the average amount of energy supplied by the burning 

reaction is about 60 % for mild and stainless steel. For reactive metals such as titanium, it goes up 

to 90 % [46]. 

The balanced equations ( 3 ) through ( 4 ) are for the exothermic reaction of the austenitic 

stainless steel: 

Fe + O → FeO + heat (267 KJ)      (24) 

3Fe + 2O2 → Fe3O4 + heat(1120 KJ)     (25) 

2Fe + 1.5O2 → Fe2O3 + heat (825 KJ)     (26) 

Cr + 3O2 → 2Cr2O3 + heat (1163.67 KJ)     (27) 

Ni + 1.5O2 → NiO + heat (248.23 KJ)     (28) 
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For stainless steels sheet with thickness above 1 mm, oxygen is not recommended due to 

the formation of oxidized cut edges and high melting point oxides, with a rising alloying element 

content that affects the cutting quality and causes the formation of low viscosity dross sticking to 

the lower cut surface of the stainless steel sheet.  

Using nitrogen for cutting stainless steel above 1 mm is preferred as it produces a very 

bright and clean-cut surface and does not affect the corrosion resistance of the cut edge. In order 

to achieve good cutting quality and a dross-free lower surface, it requires very high gas pressure 

of more than 10 bar and low cutting speeds [47].  

In this work, oxygen is used as the assistant gas. The gas meets stainless-steel sheet 

thickness of 1.2 mm thick, and the advantages discussed earlier using oxygen. The following gas 

pressures were used for simulation in FLOW-3D®: 4 bars, 8 bars, 9 bars, 10 bars, and 11 bars. 

 

3.7.5 Shield Gas Pressure 

 

The shield gas velocity is very large; it may affect the flow behavior of the molten pool. 

The shield gas in the cutting model does not simulate the gas flow, but rather applies the effect of 

the dynamic pressure on the molten surface. 
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Figure 3.18: Effect of shield gas on a laser [38]. 

 

In this work, the value used for the laser cutting speed represents the shield gas pressure. 

As the laser moves in a constant velocity, the shield gas pressure is being moved to sweep away 

the molten material in order to obtain a smooth cut of the kerf width. 

Formula (5) is used to calculate the gas pressure. 

Pgas =
1

2
ρv2cosθ      (29) 

Where 

 𝜌 = Gas density 

𝑣 = Gas velocity 

𝑛 = Free surface normal to vector 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This section explains the major interaction effects of the cutting parameters of the laser on 

the steel block and the chosen responses in terms of kerf width, heat-affected zones, surface 

roughness, and solidification volume fraction with respect to time. As found through the numerical 

work using FLOW-3D®, the cutting parameters that provided little dross and sharp cut surface 

using a CW Nd: YAG laser were speed = 6 to 8 m/min and power between 600 to 1900 Watts with 

the same focus position and gas pressure. 

In Continuous Width (CW) mode, increasing the speed and increasing power leads to better 

cut quality, smoother surface, and smaller kerf width of speed up to 8 m/min and generates a small 

amount of heat on the HAZ. At low speed, the cut is incomplete with a little dross formation on 

the surface. 

Oxygen gave a wider kerf, high surface roughness at lower gas pressure, while cutting with 

oxygen at high pressure above 9 bars gave a bright and smooth surface. Oxygen gas at a higher 

pressure of 11 bars, an increase in pressure led to an excessive exothermal reaction, much dross 

formation, and a decrease in pressure led to incomplete cut. 

 

Figure 4.1: CW mode at speed 6m/min and power 900 W 
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A direct comparison of experimental cut and numerical cut by a CW laser is shown in 

Figure 4.1, where speed at 6m/min and power of 900 W is being used. The expected output in 

terms of kerf width, roughness and cut quality is show through visual inspection. 

FLOW-3D® has an in-built prost processing software called FlowSight™, which has a good 

implementation for post-processing, data visualization, and advanced data analysis. It will be used 

to produce comprehensible results for the desired outputs. 

Measuring the surface roughness off the kerf width was one major challenge faced when 

using FlowSight™. Kerf width and surface roughness is measured using 2 points method for 

measurement with the required units in mm and um being adjusted from the expected output. 

Distance measurement, a tool within FlowSight™ used for measuring distances. 

 

4.1 Change in kerf width vs. speed and power 

 

The kerf is quantified by the width of the material that is removed by the laser cutting 

process. 

The laser power and cutting speed are the two primary factors that affect the size of the 

kerf width. Figure 4.2 shows the effect of the power and cutting speed on the kerf width. Table 4. 

shows values for the Power supplied by the laser and cutting speed for both experimental work 

and numerical work. The experimental data was obtained from Ghany’s work [6] and compared 

with the numerical data carried out using FlowSight™. The percentage error is calculated based on 

the experimental data and simulation data at different power, at constant gas pressure and different 

speeds. 
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The kerf width is measured using a 2-points measurement method in FlowSight™, were 

both points are placed separately on the surface width of the kerf and measured using a distance 

measuring tool. When compared to experimental work, the kerf width is measured using a 

measuring device which can measure distance accurately within the kerf width of the cut. 

A major challenge encountered during the simulation measurement was placing the points 

as close to the surface of the width to obtain an accurate kerf width measurement.  

 

 

Figure 4.2: Impact of speed and power on kerf width 
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Table 4.1: Power and speed for experimental and numerical work 

 Experimental data Simulation data 
Percentage 

difference 

Laser Power (Watt) Speed = 2m/min Speed = 2m/min  

 Kerf width Kerf width % error 

660 0.272 0.281 3.44 

1100 0.290 0.307 5.76 

1540 0.312 0.329 5.51 

1980 0.387 0.399 3.20 

Average % error   4.479 

    

Laser Power (Watt) speed = 4 m/min speed = 4 m/min  

 Kerf width Kerf width % error 

660 0.23 0.25 7.86 

1100 0.27 0.29 7.88 

1540 0.28 0.30 5.26 

1980 0.36 0.37 3.70 

Average   6.177 

    

Laser Power (Watt) speed = 8 m/min speed = 8 m/min  

 Kerf width Kerf width % error 

660 0.22 0.23 4.73 

1100 0.24 0.27 8.79 

1540 0.26 0.29 10.21 

1980 0.28 0.30 7.99 

Average % Error   7.93 

 

Increasing laser power from 660 Watts to 1980 Watts at a constant speed of 2 m/min shows 

an increase in kerf width distance from 0.272 mm to 0.387 mm at a finish time of 0.56 seconds. 

On average, there is an 4.5 % error when experimental works are compared to numerical work. 

The error is a result of environmental factors such as temperature, vibration due to increasing 

power during the experimental setup, as well as human factors such as speed and laser power 

accuracy. 
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At a constant speed of 4 m/min with increasing laser power from 660 Watts to 1980 Watts, 

an increase in kerf width is shown from 0.257 mm to 0.382 mm. An average percentage error of 

7.39 % is obtained when experimental data are compared with simulation data. 

At a constant speed of 8 m/min with an increase in power from 660 Watts to 1980 Watts 

leads to an increase in kerf width, as shown in Table 4. The kerf width obtained in the mentioned 

table is seen between 0.233 mm to 0.315 mm with an average percentage error value 8.5 % when 

data of experimental work and simulation work were compared. 

In all, at different laser power and speed, increasing laser power leads to a wider kerf width 

distance with respect to the input speed and power, while low speeds lead to smaller kerf width 

distance.   

 

4.2 Change in roughness vs. speed and power. 

 

Surface roughness is quantified by the deviations in the direction of the normal vector of a 

real surface from its ideal form. An increase in the deviations leads to a rougher surface meanwhile 

small deviations leads to a smooth surface.  

The effect of laser power and cutting speed on the surface roughness is shown in Figure 

4.3. Both are the two factors that affect the quality of cut, which is the cut surface roughness. Laser 

power supplied by the laser and cutting speed for both experimental and numerical work is shown 

in Table 4.2. The experimental data was obtained from Ghany’s work [6] and compared with the 

numerical data carried out using FlowSight™. 

For post processing, the surface roughness is measured using a surface normal 

measurement method in FlowSight™, were different points are placed separately on the surface 
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width of the kerf and calculated by averaging the values obtained at different instances using a 

distance measuring tool. When compared to experimental work, the surface roughness is measured 

using a surface profile measurement called profilometer, which surface roughness is calculated by 

averaging the measured microscopic peaks and valleys accurately within the kerf width of the cut. 

A major challenge encountered during the simulation measurement was placing the points 

as close to the peak and valley on the surface of the width to obtain an accurate surface roughness 

measurement.  

 

 

Figure 4.3: Impact of speed and power on surface roughness 
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Table 4.2: Power and speed for experimental and numerical work 

Speed = 2 m/min 

  Simulation data Experimental Data % difference 

Laser Power 

(Watt) 
Surface roughness (um) Surface roughness (um)   

660 2.87 2.67 7.56 

1100 3.65 3.51 3.94 

1540 3.95 3.72 6.32 

1980 4.81 4.45 8.05 

        

 Average % 

difference 
    6.47 

  

Speed = 4 m/min  

  Simulation data Experimental Data % difference 

Laser Power 

(Watt) 
Surface roughness (um) Surface roughness (um)    

660 2.62 2.47 6.14 

1100 2.94 2.71 8.42 

1540 3.45 3.17 8.89 

1980 3.49 3.12 11.92 

        

  Average % 

difference     
8.84 

 
Speed = 8 m/min  

  Simulation data Experimental Data % difference 

Laser Power 

(Watt) 
Surface roughness (um) Surface roughness (um)   

660 1.94 1.80 7.68 

1100 1.98 1.81 9.69 

1540 2.05 1.96 5.06 

1980 2.40 2.09 14.74 

        

   Average % 

difference     
9.29 
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Increasing laser power from 660 Watts to 1980 Watts at a constant speed of 2 m/min shows 

an increase in cut surface roughness distance from 0.287 m to 4.81 m at a finish time of 0.56 

seconds shown in Table 4.2 and Figure 4.2. There is an average of 6.47 % error when experimental 

work is compared to that obtained from numerical data.  

At a constant speed of 4 m/min with increasing laser power from 660 Watts to 1980 Watts, 

an increase in cut surface roughness is shown from 2.47 m to 3.12 m. An average percentage 

error of 8.84 % is obtained when experimental data are compared with simulation data. 

At a constant speed of 8 m/min with an increase in power from 660 Watts to 1980 Watts 

leads to an increase in surface cut roughness, as shown in Table 4.2.  The cut surface roughness 

obtains from Table 4.2 was from 1.80 m to 2.09 m, with an average percentage error value of 

9.29 % when data of experimental work and simulation work were compared. 

In addition to Figure 4.3, there is a greater slope curve at lower speeds due to insufficient 

time for heat diffusion and melting wider grooves at high speeds. 

To conclude, at different laser power and speed to obtain surface roughness, increasing 

laser power and speed leads to a high surface roughness, while low speeds and low power lead to 

smooth surface. On average, there is an 8.2 % difference when surface roughness for simulation is 

being compared to experimental studies. 

 

4.3 Change in Kerf Width vs Speed, Power and Focus  

 

This section conveys the effect of the focus distance of the laser beam with respect to the 

upper material surface as shown in Figure 3.16. This section is similar to section 4.1 with relation 

to the method of measurement of the kerf width for both the simulation and experimental work. 
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The major difference is the focus distance parameter being included. The focus distance aids to 

analyze the effect of the cut quality on how short the distance can affect the cut quality. The 

following distances were used; -1.0, -0.5, 0.0, 0.5 and 1.0. Positions nearer to the upper surface 

(defocus) of the material were tested with distances -0.5 mm and -1.0 mm. At positions of -0.5mm 

and -1.0 mm resulted in smaller kerf width as shown in Figure 4.4 and Table 4.3. There is a wider 

opening at the upper surface of the kerf width shape due to optimum cutting power and speed. 

 

Table 4.3: Power of 660 and speed of 2m/min for experimental and numerical work 

Speed = 2m/min and Power= 660 Watt 

  Simulation data Experimental Data % of error 

Focus Position Kerf width (mm) Kerf width (mm)   

-1 0.254 0.272 6.45 

-0.5 0.236 0.257 8.15 

0 0.308 0.339 9.18 

0.5 0.295 0.330 10.65 

1 0.417 0.474 11.99 
    

Average % 

difference 
  9.29 

 

Table 4.4: Power of 1100 Watt and speed of 2m/min for experimental and numerical work 

Speed = 2m/min and Power 1100 Watt 

  Simulation data Experimental Data % of error 

Focus Position Kerf width (mm) Kerf width (mm)   

-1 0.302 0.316 4.58 

-0.5 0.279 0.299 6.68 

0 0.352 0.390 9.82 

0.5 0.380 0.422 10.06 

1 0.360 0.407 11.72 
    

Average % 

difference   
8.57 
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Table 4.5: Power of 1530 Watt and speed of 2m/min for experimental and numerical work 

 

Speed = 2m/min and Power 1530 Watt 

  Simulation data Experimental Data % of error 

Focus Position Kerf width (mm) Kerf width (mm)   

-1 0.321 0.300 7.20 

-0.5 0.364 0.336 8.42 

0 0.451 0.405 11.56 

0.5 0.531 0.482 10.17 

1 0.563 0.520 8.31 
    

Average % 

difference   
9.13 

 

 

Figure 4.4: Impact of speed, Power, and Distance focus on kerf width 
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From Figure 4.4 and Tables 4.3 to 4.5, constant laser power of 660 Watts, 1100 Watts, 

1530 Watts and constant speed of 2 m/min is generally shown relative to different focus positions 

of -1.0 mm, - 0.5mm, 0.0 mm, 0.5 mm, and 1.0 mm respectively.  

- At constant speed of 2 m/min and power of 660 Watts, there is an average kerf width value 

of 0.254 mm obtained and 0.417 mm average kerf width measured for experimental work 

shown. This leads to an average percentage difference of 9.29 % 

- At constant speed of 2 m/min and power of 1100 Watts, there is an average kerf width 

value of 0.302 mm obtained and 0.360 mm average kerf width measured for experimental 

work. This leads to an average percentage difference of 8.57 % 

- At constant speed of 2 m/min and power of 1530 Watts, there is an average kerf width 

value of 0.321 mm obtained and 0.563 mm average kerf width measured for experimental 

work. This leads to an average percentage difference of 9.13 % 

In conclusion, at constant speed of 2 m/min, focal distance has an impact on the laser 

cutting process. The shorter the distance of the focus lens to the metal surface leads to a smaller 

kerf width, meanwhile an increase in focal distance leads to a wider kerf width formation. On an 

average, there is an 8.585% error when both experimental work and numerical study is compared. 
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Table 4.6: Power of 660-Watt, speed of 4m/min and distance focus for experimental and numerical work 

Speed = 4m/min and Power= 660 Watt 

 Simulation data Experimental Data 
% of 

error 

Focus 

Position 
Kerf width (mm) Kerf width (mm)  

-1 0.235 0.222 5.89 

-0.5 0.238 0.219 8.32 

0 0.264 0.245 8.00 

0.5 0.315 0.293 7.31 

1 0.369 0.326 13.22 

Average % 

difference 
  8.55 

 

Table 4.7: Power of 1100 Watt, speed of 4m/min and distance focus for experimental and numerical work 

Speed = 4m/min and Power= 1100 Watt 

  Simulation data Experimental Data % of error 

Focus Position Kerf width (mm) Kerf width (mm)   

-1 0.2147 0.227 5.46 

-0.5 0.22971 0.245 6.20 

0 0.2791 0.299 6.68 

0.5 0.31 0.344 9.93 

1 0.31 0.293 5.84 
    

Average % 

difference 
  6.82 

 

Table 4.8: Power of 1530 Watt, speed of 4m/min and distance focus for experimental and numerical work 

Speed = 4m/min and Power= 1530 Watt 

  Simulation data Experimental Data % of error 

Focus Position Kerf width (mm) Kerf width (mm)   

-1 0.255 0.269 5.28 

-0.5 0.258 0.276 6.53 

0 0.344 0.372 7.56 

0.5 0.348 0.381 8.55 

1 0.320 0.351 8.94 
    

Average % 

difference 
  7.37 
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Figure 4.5: Impact of Speed, Power and Distance focus on Kerf Width 

 

Figure 4.5 shows different laser power values of 660 Watts, 1100 Watts, 1530 Watts at constant 

speed of 4 m/min relative to different focus positions of -1.0 mm, - 0.5mm, 0.0 mm, 0.5 mm, and 

1.0 mm, respectively. From the plots in Figure 4.5 and Tables 4.6 to 4.8, the following can be 

inferred.  

- At constant speed of 4 m/min and power of 660 Watts, there is an average kerf width value 

of 0.235 mm obtained and 0.369 mm average kerf width measured for experimental work 

shown. This leads to an average percentage difference of 8.5 % 

- At constant speed of 4 m/min and power of 1100 Watts, there is an average kerf width 

value of 0.2147 mm obtained and 0.286 mm average kerf width measured for experimental 

work. This leads to an average percentage difference of 8.182 % 
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- At constant speed of 4 m/min and power of 1530 Watts, there is an average kerf width 

numerical value of 0.29 mm obtained and 0.329 mm average kerf width measured for 

experimental work. This leads to an average percentage difference of 10.68 % 

 

In conclusion, at constant speed of 4 m/min, focal distance has an impact on the laser 

cutting of materials. The shorter the distance of the focus lens to the metal surface leads to a smaller 

kerf width, meanwhile an increase in focal distance leads to a wider kerf width formation. On 

average, there is an 8.585 % error when both experimental works are compared to numerical work. 

 

4.4 Change in roughness vs. heat input density when cut using oxygen 

 

Heat input is the relative measure of the amount of power (energy transferred per unit time) 

and energy density of the laser cutting process, which plays an important role in the cut quality of 

the laser cutting process. Oxygen gas also plays an important role in the formation of dross and 

cut quality due to an exothermic reaction of the gas to the material during the cutting process. 

A comparison of the change in cut surface roughness when cut using 4 bars of oxygen is 

shown in Figure 4.4 and Table 4.9, when both numerical and experimental study is compared. 

Heat input density values is obtained through the temperature calculated and generated by 

FlowSight™ post processing obtained during the simulation. 

 The experimental data for heat input is calculated and obtained from equation (30). 

𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡 𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 =
(𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑥 60)

𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑥 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠
   (30) 
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 Both simulation and experimental data were analyzed and compared using Microsoft 

Excel™ as shown in Table 4.9 and Figures 4.4 to 4.5. The heat input density was selected as the 

comparison factor because it combines both the power and speed at each point.  

 

Table 4.9: Average heat input of oxygen at 4 bars for experimental and numerical work 

Average X Oxygen 4 bars SimOxygen 4 bars Oxygen 4 bars 

Heat input Surface Roughness Surface Roughness % Error 

41 4.189 4.287 2.335 

69 4.486 4.687 4.474 

83 6.486 6.815 5.061 

96 5.891 6.374 8.184 

138 7.108 7.515 5.730 

165 7.567 7.951 5.070 

193 7.891 8.314 5.354 

275 8.513 9.217 8.268 

385 10.70 12.193 13.92 

 

 

Figure 4.6: Effect of surface roughness compared to heat input density when cut using oxygen for 

Experiment and simulation work. 
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From the plots in Figure 4.6 and Table 4.9, that the following can be inferred. 

- An increase in average heat input is shown from 41 K to 385 K, leads to a steady increase 

in surface roughness of the material from 4.189 m to 10.703 m of experimental work. 

- A steady increase in average heat input density from shown rising steadily from 41 K to 

385 K in Figure 4.6 which leads to a steady increase in surface roughness of the material 

from 4.3 m to 12.2 m of numerical study. 

- Comparing surface roughness for both study, there is an average correlation value of 7.2% 

difference which validates this numerical work.  

In conclusion, oxygen led to a rougher cut surface with little dross formation at lower 

pressure and led to a smoother cut surface with high pressure. An increase in heat input results to 

an increase in cut surface roughness. An average error value of 7.2 % validates the numerical study 

to experimental work. 

 

4.5 Change in kerf width vs. heat input density when cut using oxygen 

 

Figure 4.7 shows a comparison of the change in kerf width when cut using oxygen gas. 

The experimental data obtained from experimental study was used and compared with simulation 

data obtained using FlowSight™ postprocessing. The heat input density was selected as the 

comparison factor because it combines both the power and speed at each point. Table 4.10 and 

Figure 4.7 shows oxygen gas applied as an assist gas with heat input density calculated based on 

power and speed. The output response in terms of kerf width is studied and explained below. 
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Table 4.10: Average heat input of oxygen at 4 bars for experimental and numerical work 

 

Average X Oxygen 4 bars SimOxygen 4 bars Oxygen 4 bars 

Heat input Kerf width Kerf width % Error 

41 0.509 0.549 7.94 

69 0.438 0.457 4.33 

83 0.489 0.510 5.34 

96 0.522 0.583 10.91 

138 0.650 0.691 6.55 

165 0.812 0.914 11.39 

193 0.851 0.882 3.64 

275 1.051 1.172 11.20 

385 1.215 1.421 18.35 
 

 

 

Figure 4.7: Effect of heat input density on Kerf Width when oxygen is used for both experimental and 

simulation work. 

 

From the data in Figure 4.6 and Table 4.9, the following can be inferred. 

- An increase in average heat input is shown from 41 K to 385 K, leads to a steady increase 

in kerf width of the material from 0.549 mm to 1.547 mm of numerical study. 
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- An increase in average heat input density is shown rising steadily from 41 K to 385 K in 

Figure 4.7 which leads to a steady increase in kerf width of the material from 0.509 mm to 

1.215 mm of experimental study. 

- Comparing kerf width for both simulation and experimental work at 4 bars of oxygens gas, 

there is an average correlation value of 10.73 % difference which validates this numerical 

work.  

In conclusion, oxygen led to a wider kerf width with abundant dross formation at lower 

pressure and led to a smaller kerf width with high pressure. Also, increasing heat input results to 

an increase in kerf width with substantial dross formation compared to smaller heat input which 

produces a considerately small dross formation and smaller kerf width. An average 10.73 % error 

difference validates the numerical study to the experimental work. 

 

4.6 Solidification Volume Fraction vs time 

 

The solidified volume fraction is the amount of volume in the domain, which is in solidified 

form, as opposed to the melt region, which is in liquid form. Plots of solidified volume fraction 

versus time as shown in Figure 4.11 is represented by constant speeds of 2 m/min using different 

laser power with constant focal distance and gas pressure.  
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Figure 4.8 Effect of solid volume fraction with respect to time for different laser power at constant speed of 

2 m/min 

 

From Figure 4.8, plots of the solidified volume fraction as a function of time at a constant 

velocity of 2 m/min is shown. At initial time (0.0 seconds), there is no melting taking place and no 

reaction of laser sending out radiation to the metal surface for cutting. Hence, the solidified volume 

fraction is set to be 1. As time increases to 0.2 second, at constant speed of 2 m/min, there is a 

variation in plots with respect to melting volume using different laser power used. While at 0.2 

seconds, there is maximum melting taking place when laser power of 1980 Watts is used, followed 

by laser power of 1540 Watts, 1100 Watts, and minimum melting volume is seen at a laser power 

of 660 Watts with a solidification volume fraction of 0.993. As the time for cutting the material 

approaches 0.56 second, laser power of 660 Watts, 1100 Watts, 1540 Watts, and 1980 Watts has 

a resultant solidified volume fraction close to 1 with solidification taking place. 
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From this, it can be concluded that using higher laser power of input values 1540 Watts, 

and 1980 Watts at constant speed results to a higher melting volume when compared to lower laser 

power of value 660 Watts.  

 

Figure 4.9: Effect of solid volume fraction with respect to time for different laser power at constant speed 

of 4 m/min. 

 

Plots of solidified volume fraction as a function of time at a constant cutting speed of 4 

m/min is shown in Figure 4.9. The following can be deduced from the plots. 

-  At time 0.0 second, there is a full solidified volume fraction before the laser begins 

to melt as time increases.  

- Using laser power of 1980 Watts, with time increment from 0.0 second to 0.56 

second, maximum material is removed at 0.2 second due high melting as a result of high energy 

density at its peak taking place. Then spikes up by transitioning to solidification form with 

inconsistences seen between 0.2 second to 0.525 second. The plot drops down to 0.99926 final 

solidification volume fraction of at time 0.56 second. Solidification is shown going back as close 

to 1. 
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- For laser power of 1540 Watts, with time increment from 0 to 0.56, maximum 

material is removed at 0.2 second due high melting as a result of high energy density at its peak 

taking place. There is a transition taking place during the solidification process with inconsistences 

seen between 0.2 second to 0.525 second to return to its solidification form close to 1. 

- For laser power of 1100 Watts, high melting volume is seen around 0.2 second due 

to high energy density at constant speed of 4 m/min. There is inconsistency shown during 

transitioning periods between 0.2 second to 0.56 second. Solidification returns to 0.999 which is 

close to its original form value of 1. 

-  When compared to the higher laser power above 1000 Watts, there is not much 

noticeable changes in solidification fraction for a laser power of 660 Watts with the volume of 

solid  

-  For laser power of 660 Watts, there is steady decrease in solidification volume when it 

reaches a time 0.1 second. Above 0.1 second there is inconsistencies in the volume with melting 

volume being at a maximum of 0.991 at 0.39 second for a constant speed of 4 m/min of laser.  

In conclusion, laser power plays a vital role in solidification and melting volume of the 

material domain. Higher laser power at a constant speed of 4 m/min leads to high melting volume 

fraction which is as a result of high energy density being produced. Likewise, low laser power 

leads to low melting volume. 
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Figure 4.10: Effect of solid volume fraction with respect to time for different laser power at constant speed 
of 8 m/min. 

 

At a constant cutting speed of 8 m/min as shown in Figure 4.14, the plots are explained in 

the following.  

- Laser power of 660 Watts has the most solidification volume fraction taking place 

with lowest melting occurring due to low power being used. Maximum melting volume is seen at 

time 0.369 second of melting value 0.9905 before returning to 1 for solidification at time 0.56 

second. 

- Laser power of 1100 Watts has the least solidification volume fraction taking place 

with very high melting volume taking place at time 0.353 second and solid volume of 0.97 due to 

high input density. It returns to solidification from 0.4 second and gets close to 1 towards at finish 

time of 0.56 second. 

- Laser power of 1540 Watts has solidification volume fraction taking place with 

high melting volume 0.98 at time 0.185 second. Maximum solidification volume is shown to be 1 

with no density change at finish time of 0.56 second. 
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- Laser power of 1980 Watts has solidification volume fraction taking place with 

high melting volume 0.98 at a time of 0.185 second. Maximum solidification volume is shown to 

be 1 with no density change in the solid material at finish time of 0.56 second. 

In conclusion, at constant speed of 8 m/min, increasing laser power leads to lower 

solidification volume fraction less than 1 with higher melting volume fraction compared when 

compare to small laser power. 

 

4.7 Average temperature vs. time 

 

The average temperature is the amount of temperature obtained at different time frames 

within the domain. Figure 4.11 are plots shown as a function of time with respect to constant speed. 

 

Figure 4.11: Effect of average fluid temperature with respect to time for different laser power at constant 
speed of 2 m/min. 

 

At constant cutting speed of 2 m/min, there is a variation of the average temperature of 

different laser power of 660 Watts, 1100 Watts, 1540 Watts, and 1980 Watts at a finish time of 
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0.56 second as shown in Figure in 4.15. As time increases from 0 second to 0.56 second, there is 

an increase in temperature as the laser power increase from 660 Watts to 1980 Watts, which is 

expected due to an increase in the amount of heat flux of fluid to the metal and absorption rate. 

The maximum temperature is shown at a laser power of 1980 Watts at a temperature of 95 K at 

time 0.151 second compared to the lowest temperature of 38 K of laser power 660 Watts at 0.56 

second. 

 

Figure 4.12: Effect of average fluid temperature with respect to time for different laser power at constant 

speed of 4 m/min. 

 

A constant cutting speed of 4 m/min, a variation of the average temperature of different 

laser power of 660 Watts, 1100 Watts, 1540 Watts, and 1980 Watts at a finish time of 0.56 second 

is shown in Figure 4.12. There is a linear increase in average temperature with respect to different 

laser power as time increases from 0 seconds to 0.56 second. 

For a laser power of 660 Watts, the maximum temperature obtained is 95.87 K at time 

0.56 second. The laser power of 1100 Watts shows the maximum average temperature of 104 K 

at time 0.56 second. The laser power of 1540 Watts shows the maximum average temperature of 
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100.2 K, and the laser power of 1980 Watts shows a maximum average temperature of 113.0 K 

at the required finish time. 

 

 

Figure 4.13: Effect of average fluid temperature with respect to time for different laser power at constant 

speed of 8 m/min. 

 

At a constant cutting speed of 8 m/min shows the variation of average temperature using 

different laser powers: 660 Watts, 1100 Watts, 1540 Watts, and 1980 Watts at a finish time of 0.56 

second. As time increases from 0 seconds to 0.56 second, there is an increase in temperature at a 

different laser power of 660 Watts, 1100 Watts, and 1980 Watts as shown in Figure 4.13. 

At laser power of 660 Watts, there is a linear increase in average temperature where it 

reaches a specific temperature value of 87.404 K at time 0.37 second and becomes steady at a 

constant maximum average temperature of 87.404 K till the finish time of 0.52 second. The laser 

power of 1100 Watts shows the maximum average temperature of 117.0 degrees kelvin at time 

0.375 second and decreases later as it reaches 0.56 second. The laser power of 1540 Watts shows 
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the maximum average temperature of 144.2 K at time 0.37512 second, and the laser power of 

1980 Watts shows a maximum average temperature of 113.0 K at time 0.56 second.   
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS  

In this study, we have shown that cutting stainless steel for optimal conditions using a CW 

Nd: YAG laser depends mainly on the cutting speed, laser power, gas pressure, and focus position. 

The cutting parameters provided a dross-free, smooth cut surface at lower temperatures of HAZ. 

The cutting speed 8m/min, Laser power of 1100 to 1980 Watts, at gas pressure of 11 bars, and 

focus distance of -1.0 showed the best results for this simulation. Also, there was a good correlation 

between the experimental result and the numerical simulation obtained, which validates this 

model.  

The following can be concluded from study found: 

- The kerf width distance is smaller when the cutting speed is higher at low power and 

Higher laser power and higher pressure leads to a wider kerf width. 

- It takes more time required to complete the laser cut when a lower speed of 2 m/min is 

used when compared to 6 m/min and 8 m/min. 

- At higher gas pressures oxygen gas yields a smoother surface at lower gas pressure 

below above bars compared to oxygen gas which is below gas pressures of 9 bars. 

- Oxygen gas results to a rougher surface and more dross formed due to oxidation 

reaction taking place between the metal and the gas when high laser power is used. 

- An increase in laser power led to an increase in average temperature, as well as an 

increase heat affected zones, meanwhile a lower laser powers led to a reduction in the 

effect of HAZ. 
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- At constant speed with high laser power 1540 Watts and 1980 Watts led to an increase 

in the melting volume fraction compared to lower powers of 660 Watts. Hence low 

solidification volume fraction. 

- Higher cutting speeds leads to a lower time required to cut stainless steel metal. 
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CHAPTER 6 

FUTURE RESEARCH 

A few aspects remain unattended which can be further explored in the current research. 

Here is a couple of recommendations: 

- The use of Pulsed Nd: YAG laser can be studied since this work is limited to the use 

of CW Nd: YAG laser. 

- Use of nitrogen gas as an alternative assistant gas replacement should be considered 

and investigated. 

- Enhance the effect of laser cutting parameters using statistical tools like ANOVA™, 

regression analysis, factorial analysis as well as neural networks. 
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A: Change in kerf width vs. speed and Power  

    

Figure 6.1: CW mode of speed  of 2 m/min, Power = 660 Watts at a gas pressure of 11 bars and focus of -

1.0 mm 

Figure 6.2: CW mode of speed  of 2 m/min, Power = 1100 Watts at a gas pressure of 11 bars and focus of -1.0 mm 

   

Figure 6.3: CW mode of speed  of 2 m/min, Power = 1540 Watts at a gas pressure of 11 bars and focus of -

1.0 mm 

Figure 6.4: CW mode of speed  of 2 m/min, Power = 1980 Watts at a gas pressure of 11 bars and focus of -1.0 mm 
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Figure 6.5: CW mode of speed  of 4 m/min, Power = 660 Watts at a gas pressure of 11 bars and focus of -

1.0 mm 

Figure 6.6: CW mode of speed  of 4 m/min, Power = 1100 Watts at a gas pressure of 11 bars and focus of -1.0 mm 

   

Figure 6.7: CW mode of speed  of 4 m/min, Power = 1540 Watts at a gas pressure of 11 bars and focus of -

1.0 mm 

Figure 6.8: CW mode of speed  of 4 m/min, Power = 1980 Watts at a gas pressure of 11 bars and focus of -1.0 mm 

     

Figure 6.9: CW mode of speed  of 8 m/min, Power = 660 Watts at a gas pressure of 11 bars and focus of -

1.0 mm 

Figure 6.10: CW mode of speed  of 8 m/min, Power = 1100 Watts at a gas pressure of 11 bars and focus of -1.0 mm 
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Figure 6.11: CW mode of speed  of 8 m/min, Power = 1540Watts at a gas pressure of 11 bars  and focus of 

-1.0 mm 

Figure 6.12:  CW mode of speed  of 8 m/min, Power = 1980 Watts at a gas pressure of 11 bars  and focus of -1.0 

mm 

 

 

APPENDIX B: Change in kerf width vs. speed and Power and Focus Position   

  
Figure 6.13: CW mode of speed  of 2 m/min, Power = 660 Watts at a gas pressure of 11 bars and focus of -

1.0 mm 

Figure 6.14:  CW mode of speed  of 2 m/min, Power = 660 Watts at a gas pressure of 11 bars and focus of -0.5 mm 

   
 

Figure 6.15: CW mode of speed  of 2 m/min, Power = 660Watts at a gas pressure of 11 bars and focus of -

0.0 mm 

Figure 6.16: CW mode of speed  of 2 m/min, Power = 660Watts at a gas pressure of 11bars and focus of 0.5 mm 
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Figure 6.17:  CW mode of speed  of 2 m/min, Power = 660Watts at a gas pressure of 11bars and focus of 

1.0 mm 

Figure 6.18: CW mode of speed  of 2 m/min, Power = 1100Watts at a gas pressure of 11bars and focus of -

1.0 mm 

    
 

Figure 6.19: CW mode of speed of 2 m/min, Power = 660Watts at a gas pressure of 11bars and focus of -

0.5 mm 

Figure 6.20:  CW mode of speed of 2 m/min, Power = 1100Watts at a gas pressure of 11bars and focus of 

0.0 mm 

      
 
Figure 6.21:  CW mode of speed of 2 m/min, Power = 1100Watts at a gas pressure of 11bars and focus of 

0.5 mm 

Figure 6.22: CW mode of speed of 2 m/min, Power = 1100 Watts at a gas pressure of 11bars and focus of 

1.0 mm 
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Figure 6.23:  CW mode of speed  of 2 m/min, Power = 1540Watts at a gas pressure of 11bars and focus of -

1.0 mm 

Figure 6.24: CW mode of speed  of 2 m/min, Power = 1540 Watts at a gas pressure of 11bars and focus of -

0.5 mm 

 

   
 
Figure 6.25: CW mode of speed  of 2 m/min, Power = 1540Watts at a gas pressure of 11bars and focus of 

0.0 mm 

Figure 6.26:  CW mode of speed  of 2 m/min, Power = 1540Watts at a gas pressure of 11bars and focus of 

0.5 mm 
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Figure 6.27: CW mode of speed  of 2 m/min, Power = 1540Watts at a gas pressure of 11bars and focus of 

1.0 mm 

Figure 6.28: CW mode of speed  of 2 m/min, Power = 1980Watts at a gas pressure of 11bars and focus of -

1.0 mm 

 

  
 

Figure 6.29: CW mode of speed  of 2 m/min, Power = 1980Watts at a gas pressure of 11bars and focus of -

0.5 mm 

Figure 6.30: CW mode of speed  of 2 m/min, Power = 1980Watts at a gas pressure of 11bars and focus of 

0.0 mm 
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APPENDIX C: Effects of Temperature and Heat Affected Zone areas 

 

   
Figure 6.31: CW mode of speed  of 2 m/min, Power = 660Watts at a gas pressure of 11bars and focus of -

1.0 mm 

Figure 6.32: CW mode of speed  of 2 m/min, Power = 1100Watts at a gas pressure of 11bars and focus of -1.0 mm 

 

  
 

 

Figure 6.33: CW mode of speed  of 2 m/min, Power = 1540Watts at a gas pressure of 11bars and focus of -

1.0 mm 

Figure 6.34: CW mode of speed  of 2 m/min, Power = 1980Watts at a gas pressure of 11bars and focus of -1.0 mm 
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Figure 6.35: CW mode of speed  of 4 m/min, Power = 660Watts at a gas pressure of 11bars and focus of -

1.0 mm 

Figure 6.36: CW mode of speed  of 4 m/min, Power = 1100Watts at a gas pressure of 11bars and focus of -1.0 mm 

 

   
 

Figure 6.37: CW mode of speed  of 4 m/min, Power = 1540Watts at a gas pressure of 11bars and focus of -

1.0 mm 

Figure 6.38: CW mode of speed  of 4 m/min, Power = 1980Watts at a gas pressure of 11bars and focus of -1.0 mm 

   
Figure 6.39: CW mode of speed  of 8 m/min, Power = 660Watts at a gas pressure of 11bars and focus of -

1.0 mm 

Figure 6.40: CW mode of speed  of 8 m/min, Power = 1100Watts at a gas pressure of 11bars and focus of -1.0 mm 
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Figure 6.41: CW mode of speed  of 8 m/min, Power = 1540Watts at a gas pressure of 11bars and focus of -

1.0 mm 

Figure 6.42: CW mode of speed  of 8 m/min, Power = 1980Watts at a gas pressure of 11bars and focus of -1.0 mm 

   
Figure 6.43: CW mode of speed  of 8 m/min, Power = 660Watts at a gas pressure of 11bars and focus of -

1.0 mm 

Figure 6.44: CW mode of speed  of 8 m/min, Power = 1100Watts at a gas pressure of 11bars and focus of -1.0 mm 

   
 

 

Figure 6.45: CW mode of speed  of 8 m/min, Power = 1540Watts at a gas pressure of 11bars and focus of -

1.0 mm 

Figure 6.46: CW mode of speed  of 8 m/min, Power = 1980Watts at a gas pressure of 11bars and focus of -1.0 mm 
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APPENDIX D: Programmed laser code developed using FLOW-3D®  

 

Laser cutting CODE 

&xput 

    remark='!! Remarks beginning 

with "!! " are automatically added and 

removed by FLOW-3D®.', 

    remark='!! Do not begin any user 

added remarks with with "!! ". They will be 

removed', 

    twfin=0.56, 

    itb=1, 

    ifenrg=2, 

    ihtc=1, 

    ifvisc=1, 

    ifsft=1, 

    imphtc=0, 

    ifvof=6, 

    fclean=0.05, 

    ifdynconv=1, 

    iphchg=1, 

    ifrho=1, 

    ifthexp=1, 

    gz=-980, 

    ifsld=1, 

    hflv1=1.0e+05, 

    tedit(1)=0, 

    tpltd(1)=0.01, 

    iusrd=1, 

 / 

 

 &limits 

 / 

 

 &props 

    rcsql=1e-10, 

    units='cgs', 

    tunits='k', 

    gamma=1.4, 

    mu1=0.08, 

    fluid1='Fe-304_Stainless_Steel-

Mills data', 

    cv1=4.8e+06, 

    tstar=1727.15, 

    remark='!! Scalar 6', 

 

    tl1=1727.15, 

    ts1=1633.15, 

    clht1=2.61e+09, 

    cvs1=4.8e+06, 

    thcs1=1.48e+06, 

    rhofs=8.02, 

    tsdrg=1000, 

    tv1=2843, 

    clhv1=6.34e+10, 

    rsize=0.01, 

    cvvap=4.6e+06, 

    rhof=8.02, 

    sigma=1000, 

    thc1=1.48e+06, 

    isigma=1, 

    irhof=1, 

 / 

 

 &scalar 

    nsc=6, 

 

    remark='!! Scalar 1', 

    scltit(1)='shield gas region', 

    isclr(1)=0, 

 

    remark='!! Scalar 2', 

    scltit(2)='melt region', 

    isclr(2)=0, 

 

    remark='!! Scalar 3', 

    scltit(3)='dT/dx', 

    isclr(3)=0, 

 

    remark='!! Scalar 4', 

    scltit(4)='dT/dy', 

    isclr(4)=0, 

 

    remark='!! Scalar 5', 

    scltit(5)='dT/dz', 

    isclr(5)=0, 

/ 
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    scltit(6)='heat flux by laser', 

    isclr(6)=0, 

 / 

 

 &PCAP 

 / 

 

 &BCDATA 

    remark='!! Boundary condition X 

Min', 

    ihtbct(1)=0, 

    remark='!! Boundary condition X 

Max', 

    ihtbct(2)=0, 

    remark='!! Boundary condition Y 

Min', 

    ihtbct(3)=0, 

    remark='!! Boundary condition Y 

Max', 

    ihtbct(4)=0, 

    remark='!! Boundary condition Z 

Min', 

    ihtbct(5)=0, 

    remark='!! Boundary condition Z 

Max', 

    ibct(6)=5, 

    pbct(1, 6)=1.013e+06, 

    tbct(1, 6)=298, 

    ihtbct(6)=0, 

 / 

 &MESH 

    ntotal=1000, 

    size=0.02, 

    px(1)=0, 

    px(2)=5, 

    py(1)=-2.45, 

    py(2)=2.55, 

    pz(1)=-0.1, 

    pz(2)=0, 

    pz(3)=0.1, 

 

 &obs 

    nobs=0, 

    remark='!! Component common 

parameters', 

    avrck=-3.1, 

 / 

 &fl 

    nfls=2, 

    remark='!! FluidRegion 1', 

    fzh(1)=0, 

    twreg(1)=293, 

    remark='!! FluidRegion 2', 

    freg(2)=0, 

    fzl(2)=0, 

    treg(2)=293, 

    twreg(2)=293, 

    sclreg(2, 1)=1, 

    remark='!! RegionPointer 1', 

    ivht(1)=1, 

    xvr(1)=0.1, 

    yvr(1)=0.1, 

    zvr(1)=0.1, 

    tvrd(1, 1)=293, 

    remark='!! Region Pointer 

common parameters', 

    pvoid=1.0e+06, 

    presi=1.0e+06, 

    iflinittyp=0, 

    tempi=293, 

 / 

 

 &bf 

 / 

 

 &motn 

 / 

 &grafic 

    anmtyp(1)='f', 

    anmtyp(2)='qw', 

    anmtyp(3)='sldfrc', 

    anmtyp(4)='tn', 

    anmtyp(5)='vel', 

 

 

/ 

&RENDERSPACE  
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    ifcompf=1, 

 / 

 

 &HEADER 

    project='5 x 5 with 0.02 mesh for 

0.56sec_speed 2min/min power 660 fp_-

1_Pg_11', 

    version='prehyd', 

    nprocs=0, 

    run_with_available=1, 

 / 

 

 &parts 

/ 

 

 &usrdat 

    remark='laser setup', 

     nlbeam=1, 

     ilbeam=2, 

     flimlbm=1.2, 

     

     remark='time table', 

     timlbm(1)=0.0, 

     timlbm(2)=1, 

      

     remark='velocity', 

      utlbm(1,1)=3.33, 

 

        

     remark='position', 

     xb0lbm(1)=0, 

     yb0lbm(1)=0.25, 

     zb0lbm(1)=12, 

     

     remark='direction', 

      rxlbm(1)=0.0, 

      rylbm(1)=0.0, 

      rzlbm(1)=-1.0, 

 

     remark='size', 

      dlflbm(1)=13.0, 

      r0lbm(1)=0.1, 

      rflbm(1)=0.1, 

      rblbm(1)=0.06, 

 

     remark='heat flux qf',  

      hflbm(1,1)=2.3352e12,  

      hflbm(2,1)=2.3352e12, 

      

 

     remark='recoil pressure',  

      avprslbm=1000.0,  

      bvprslbm=2.0,  

 

     remark='shield gas option',  

      ikntpress=1,  

      ukntpress=3.33,  

      wkntpress=-611.11,  

      rhoknt=1.2e-3,  

 

    remark='melt region',  

     imeltopt=2,  

 

    remark='temperature gradient 

dT/dx',  

     igrdtmpx=3,  

     igrdtmpy=4,  

     igrdtmpz=5,  

 

    remark='heat flux output',  

     ilbplt=6, 

 / 

    Documentation: general 

comments, background, expectations, etc. 

 

 

 

 




